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land? Asked Charlie Taylor
Again the Community Building was
tined Sunday night with a happy in
terested throng from all over Knox
County, to hear Charlie and Laurie
Taylor as they began the last week
of the Spiritual Recovery Crusade.
It is to be a full week.
The service opened 15 minutes be
fore the time appointed, as most of
the audience was already there.
Laurie started the meeting with the
singing of “We're Marching To Zion.''
This was followed by .Laurie’s song,
"Carry Away a Song," at which time
he told the story of how the song came
to be written.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Charles
E. Brooks, secretary of the Crusade.
A flne choir of practically 100 voices
sang “Some Glad Morning" and "For
You I Am Praying." A great hush
came over the great audience as
Laurie played his piano selection, end
ing with “Jesus, Lover of My Soul."

THANKSGIVING
[For The Courier-Gazette]

God iif the Seasons, once again,
No man la good unless others *
are made better by him—Welsh.

Thy faithfulness we see;

In harvest fields and barns well-filled,
Abundance Lord Ifrom Thee.

The Boy Singers

Our forefathers acknowledged God,

And mercies crowned their days;

Will Be Heard At the First

For all the blessings ours today,

Baptist Church Saturday

We offer grateful praise.

Night
The Crusade Union Boy Singers
make their appearance at the First
Baptist Church next Saturday night,
under the directorship of Rev H. E.
K. Whitney of Beverly, Mass. The
program starts at 8 o'clock.
In the group are 20 boys with ages
ranging from 11 to 19. and called
Irom various Massachusetts towns.
It will interest many readers to know
that the same group has twice sung
lor Charlie Taylor, who is conduct
ing the present Spiritual Recovery
Crusade in this city.
Gov. Murphy of New Hampshire
had this to say about these boy sing
ers:
“I cannot let you and the boy sing
ers of the Crusade Union leave Con
cord without expressing to you my
appreciation of the good work they
are doing and the high quality of
the programs they have rendered
(Program before the State Legisla
ture July 13, 1937). With my best
compliments to yourself and your
singers and hoping that a great many
others may have a chance to enjoy
your programs.'
The program will consist of solos,
duets,
quartets
and
four-part
choruses.

Grateful are we that in our land,
There’s Peace and Brotherhood;
The Spirit in the hearts of men,
That seeks the Common good.

God of the Nations, intervene,

For Man’s Welfare and Peace;

Let Goodwill round thc world prevail,
And .wars and hatred cease.
God of ithe Present and the Past,
We own Thy constant care;

Be Thou our God in days to come,
Is our Thanksgiving Prayer.
Henry Felton Huse

North Haven.

Camden Girl Going

Melancholy Days

One of the 4-H-ers Who Will When Came the Providence
Attend National Congress
Barrel
“The
Printer’s
In Chicago
Heart To Cheer”

Four Maine 4-H Club girls win
I trips to the national 4-H Congress
in Chicago this year, in recognition
of their exceptional skill in club
projects. They leave Thursday.
The girls are Rachel fTwitchell,
Bryant Pond, state champion ln
cooking and housekeeping; Jeanette
Johnson. Scarboro. state wininer in
While listening to relief workers the style dress revue; Clara Brownell,
the other day the writer heard this Camden, state canning champion;
conversation. One of the laborers, and Alice Smith. South Parsonsfield.
working with a Swede, asked the state winner in the record achieve
Swede did he believe in Santa Claus. ment contest.
To which the Swede made reply that
Rachel Twitchell has been presihe never saw but one Santa Claus , dent of her local 4-H Clllb since 1932
and that was L. A. Walker of Rock I She was county champion in the
land, who In his opinion, was re cooking and housekeeping contest in
sponsible for even the very liies of ■ 1935 and 1936. Jeanette Johnson.
many of the poor people of Rockland. I who first enrolled in club work in
This is not a fable but an actual fact. ! 1933. is now assistant leader of her
Writer's name on request.
i club. Clara Brownell canned a thou
sand points of fruits, vegetables, and
meats this year. The fourth winner.
Alice Smith, has undertaken 17 club
BARGAINS!
projects during the past six years,
in
1933 Rockne Panel Truck and won first honors in all but two.
1935 Dodge Panel Truck She is now a freshman at the Uni
versity of Maine.
MUNSEY AUTO SALES
Expenses of the trip are paid by
21 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
two manufacturers of household
140-lt
equipment and two mail-order houses.

Some 60 to 70 years ago, it was the
j happy holiday custom of a certain
Providence, R. I. wholesale dealer in
succulent bivalves, to send at the the
Thanksgiving season, a special small

There Is A Santa Claus

DANCE

STORAGE
BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
WASHING A GREASING

FORD GARAGE
585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
DEAD STORAGE

Every Wednesday Night
Glen Cove Grange Hall
OLD AND NEW DANCES
PRIZE EVERY NIGHT
Extra Prize—Chicken
Charles Woodcock, Prompter
140-lt

136-141

: : ANNOUNCING : :
OPENING OF NEW

Motor Tune-Up and Electric Service
At 118 Park Street, Rockland.

Tel. 1178

OPPOSITE CATHOLIC CHURCH

barrel of oysters to each newspaper
proprietor of New England. One of
these editors is recalled as having
! publicized his appreciation ln the
following paraphrased verse:—
“The melancholy days have come—
The saddest of the year.
When Freeman sends hls oysters round
The printer's heart to cheer "

This item drips from the reminis
cent pen of Mrs Lilian Sprague Cop
ping whose parental board many
times furnished forth the aforesaid
viand—a gift to Mr, and Mrs. Edwin
Sprague, editors of the Rockland Free
Press.
A CHAMPION SOLD

Phil H. Stuart of Mechanic Falls
has sold his world s champion half
track trotting stallion Hanover Peters
W:01-4 to a Mr. Vanaam of Rotter
dam. Holland; for a sum reported to
J be around $5000. The great trotting
j stallion will be shipped from Nev
York early next week and will bt
used ifor both racing and breeding
purposes.

ELERY T. NELSON

VALUE
The measure of value of

THANKSGIVING DANCE

an insurance agency is

AT CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

the dependability of the

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25

insurance it sells, coupled

Auspices Camden Outing Club

with the service it gives.

Windsor Club Orchestra of Eight Pieces
DANCING 8.30.

Volume 92.......... ....... Number 140.

PILATE “PASSED THE BUCK”

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

~

THREE CENTS A COPY

ADMISSION 40 CENTS
140-141
E. C. Moran Co. Inc.

Insurance Counsellors
Tci. 98
425 Main SL,

THANKSGIVING EVE BALL
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24

Arcade Ball Room
At The New Arcade On Spring Street
DANCING 9 TO 1—ADMISSION 46 CENTS

139*140

Rockland

own decision—settled his own des
tiny.

marlly your city's servant. In the
larger business of the community lt
does a iman-slzed Job. But It does a
lot of little thankless things as well.
When men begin passing the buck
on some worthy task It is usually
pitched into the willing lap of the
Chamber of Commerce, which is or
ganized and geared to do lt. When
you want the Job well done It is
within the scope of its activities to
Former Senator Harold F. Schnurle Chamber sponsored the annual drive
do the community's chores and run
Playing With Their Souls
of Portland was guest speaker at the of the Rockland Community Chest
its errands.
Here the speaker told of the man Chamber of Commerce banquet in Association, which was so successful
Visitors to your town bring your
who had worked for 35 years to amass Temple hall last night and in a very this year, the work clearing through
share of the millions of dollars spent
a fortune, and then put it into one frank and highly interesting manner this office.
every year by tourists. It's 'big busi
great diamond, and then carelessly presented to the local business men Your Chamber of Commerce is a
ness," this tourist industry, and the
played with it until he lost it.
the difficulties and rewards which ac- constant ambassador of good-will to
Chamber is always a factor in its
“My friends, will you please listen crue from the search for industrial the general public. Through L the
development. Kid the Chamber of
to me when I say to you that you
Commerce as a “booster" if you wish
have in your possession something
—but don't forget to thank it for
worth more than all the diamonds
all the extra money it brings to
in the world. Take all the wealth,
town. And thanks for your good
the deeds and the real estate, all the
work,
if you are a Chamber of Com
gold, all the power and fame, put
merce member. And if you aren't—
them all in one stupendous pile, and
well, why not look into the matter?
The All-Night Mock-Trial
tf you lose your soul, you certainly
Maybe you belong with that fine
lose
more
than
the
wealth
of
all
that
Dr. Taylor, in opening his sermon
group of business men helping to
Sunday said, "There are many pile.
build the town. Don't you?
“People in Knox County are play
questions in the Bible that Ood asks
Treasurer Joseph W. Robinson re
ing
with
their
souls,"
said
Charlie
of man. Por one. to the rich He said.
ported
$54 on hand when the year
'What shall it profit a man if he shall with great earnestness. “You plead
began. Including this sum the year's
[with them; parents plead with chilgain the whole world and lose his own
total receipts were $2152. The dis
soul?' He asks one of the profligates, i dren. husbands with wives; wives
bursements were $2119, leaving a cash
with
husbands;
pastors
with
their
‘What is the hope of the godless.
balance of $33.
though he get him again?' Of the I
They say.'I have played with
H. P. Blodgett, reporting for the
procrastinating. He asks. Row shall I
sou bef°r*/nd 1 can d° “ agaln '
industrial committee, told of 34 meet
You play with your soul over and 1
we escape if we neglect so great sal
ings and of visits to many plants,
over again until some day God will
vation?’
some of which were found not adapt
look down from His heaven and say,!
“But tonight I am interested in the
ed to this community. Incidentally,
‘Thou fool, this night shall thy soul j
greatest question ever asked by a man,
he remarked that the committee made
be required of thee.' The destiny of [
and it is found in Matt 27:22: 'What
Its trips at the members' own expense.
your soul depends upon what you do
shall I do then with Jesus, which is
“I retire with a feeling of inade
Passing the Chamber's problems over
with Jesus which is called Christ."
called Christ?'
quacy." said President John Pome The new president. Leforest A. Thurs to the new president, Leforest A.
Tried To Pass the Buck
“You are all familiar with the
ton. told of handicaps and hopes
roy. who has worked long and hard.
Thurston, Mr Pomeroy said he came
Continuing, Dr Taylor said. “The
story.
to the end of his two years' service
“Jesus has just come from the all second thing I want you to see is that development. He said that while stranger within your gates meets your with a feeling of lnadequency because
night mock trial In the high priest's Pilate tried to shift his responsibility, large industries are highly desirable a city, and the world at large takes the of the many problems still unsolved
hall. There He has been abused, and he couldn’t do It. He tried hard city is better situated which has a measure of Its stride. Even those He congratulated the Chamber on
slandered, criticised. Everything they enough. He thought If he could get dozen or 15 small ones. With a big who live within the city, but are the choice of the new president. “He
could do. they have done in this un Christ out of the noise of the mob. industry "when business is up lt is unidentified with the local Chamber has had broad experience, knows the
lawful. illegal midnight trial. Jesus he could get the answers to his ques great, but when it is down it is ter share in its achievements.
needs and problems, and has the time
Christ has been awake all night. tions. One question was, 'What is rible."
Jones at the factory wants infor and energy necessary to meet the
They have Judged Him worthy of troth?’ Al! the questions he asked
Last night's “spread" was the mation on workmen's compensation situation.
death and have taken Him to Pilate, Je3us have echoed down the corri- capable work of the 'Eastern Star, and insurance. Brown, the merchant,
President Thurston said he took
hoping Pilate will rubber stamp thelr j dors of time. I do not claim to be the music was directed by that indis wants the latest facts on install up his task with hope, but that the
conviction and send Jesus Christ to truthful; He was the truth. The pensable service club adjunct. Parker ment selling. Smith, a canner, wants full co-operation of all the members
world has alway crucified truth; it E Worrey.
the cross.
to know about Elliott's labelling ma was necessary to success. Handicaps
will do it today.
The retiring president. John Pome- chine in Bangor, Maine. They all ln getting new industries lie in the
“Crucify This Man"
If Jesus Came To Rockland
roy, took charge of the preliminary j fire their questions at their local fact that Rockland has no suitable
“They stand outside on the street
portion of the program, expressing Chamber of Commerce, a clearing factory, but thc Chamber had very
and in the square, and 'Pilate stands “If Jesus came to Rockland and lived
on the steps and says. ’I flnd no fault a"d taught the truth as He did 1900 I his gratification at seeing so many house for questions—and answers. little capital. There had been plenty
Him; therefore I will let Him go.' >'ears a*°' there would * Plenty of present' esPeclally those wh0 had Your local Chamber is a constant of chances to bring in new industries,
ln
i people in three years who would say, come from adjoining towns. He con-1 souroe of commercial information. but had no guarantee that they would
And the crowd cries, 'Not this man
gratulated the Camden Board of It exchanges Interesting facts with not pull up stakes and move elsewhere
but Barabbas; crucify this Man! And 'Cruc/y this manJ' 1
Trade
upon its success in securing a other Chambers and the United without warning.
so Pilate in disgust washes his hands, P* bra« that th? alwa>? W1 tbe
President Thurston characterized
truth. They are the nastiest people resumption of steamboat freight serv States Chamber of Commcr.j.
of the (Whole affair and says, 'His
Trying to bring new industries to Atlantic Highway No. 1 as a disgrace
in town. We do not live the truth. ice between Boston. Rockland and
blood be upon you and upon your
; We tell business lies, and social lies, Camden, and in that connection pre town and expanding old ones is a in its present condition, but folks
children. I wash my hands of the
lend we call it 'diplomacy!' Now, sented George H, Thomas, president major activity of the Chamber of would still be crossing the river in
blood of this just Man.’
Jesus Christ lived the truth. He was of the Camden Board, who spoke Commerce. And oftentimes lt is as carriages if the improvements now
Tn the first place," said Charlie. I
important to keep an industry out existing had not been made. “Rock
...
. ...
the Incarnation of the Truth. I dare briefly.
"it is perfectly’ apparent that Pilate,
The report of Miss Lenore W. Ben- as to bring one ln. Your Chamber land could not carry on its present
,
...
.
any man or woman to come today
had no right to ask the crowd to an’
. u „ t
face to face with the living truth ner as secretary of the Rockland lias saved you thousands of dollars activities without the Chamber of
swer this question: 'What shall I do
.
. , . . .... . that shines from the eyes of Jesus Chamber of Commerce, was admirably by quietly checking-up on the char- Commerce," said President Thurston,
J
then with Jesus which is called
[acter and financial strength of pro- expressing the hope that the coming
Christ, witout saying, ‘God be merci given. It follows:
Christ?' Pilate was a judge and a
The Chamber's activities are far- j posed new enterprises. And lt is year would see 50 new members add
ful to me, a sinner!’
Judge has no business conforming his
“Then he took him and asked him reaching and comprehensive—some of often more important to keep an ed. He advocated keeping a check
decisions to please the crowd. A Judge,
.
.
Industry at home than to land a on the present Industries, with a view
What hast them are described here.
,
the strangest question: "W
should judge impartially, according
’
“
Your local Chamber has held 43 ( new one. We believe the report of to seeing if the Chamber could not be
so com
J
. ,
. . .__ thou done?' The evidence is
to the law and the wisest judgment
plete against Him. yet the Judge says. meetings of the Board of Directors ' our Industrial Committee will bring of assistance to them.
of his own legal mind, in order to give
Freeman S. Young who has worked
“ ‘What did you do?' 'What have we during the past year. The open many of these facts home to you.
legal Justice. The Jews were under
got you here for?' Oh, I would like meetings, attended by the ladies, j No other agency is ns alert as your with the Chamber of Commerce in
subservience to the Roman Empire. to have you visualize Jesus standing again proved very popular three be- (Chamber of Commerce in advertis season and out to bring a new indus
The Roman Government allowed them in that little room, answering not at
ing held during thc summer and early ing your city. The Rockland Cham- try here, discussed with features
to pass minor Judgments, but not the all. But I want you to stand with fall.
ber is affiliated with the United aglow the prospect of bringing to
sentence of death.
me and think of the answer to that
This organization acts as a clear States Chamber of Commerce and Rockland a shoe factory which had
question that Jesus could have given. ing house for the various churches llie State of Maine Publicity Bu never experienced a Are, which had
What PiUte Forgot
and fraternal bodies who dispense reau and operates a year-round never failed, and which had always
The Performance of Miracles
"Pilate was like a lot of men I
Christmas cheer to the needy, and Tourists'
Information
Bureau. paid 100 cents on the dollar. It
know. A man came up to my father
"Why Pilate, one day outside the
Through
thc
printed
word
it
reveals would bring an annual payroll of
this
year
we
are
working
with
the
after a meeting in the open air. and city of Jerusalem. 10 lepers cried out.
said to my father, 'I like the way ‘Jesus, thou Son of David, have mercy American Legion, in listing the the commercial, industi.al and recre- $200,000.
"Oet Aboard the ship Opportunity,
you preach. I have noticed the way on us!' I spoke the word, and they [ names for their food show to be held I ational advantages of your community. We also maintain a Directory with • cargo of Happiness, and seek
you have preached to some men in were clean. Outside the city of Dec. 12.
Through the Merchants' Commit- Service of over 400 directories of the harbor of Content,” said Mr.
the audience. Every word you said Jericho a blind beggar one day cried,
sinks down into their hearts and 'Jesus, thou Son of David, have mercy tee the business district was decorat- | the leading cities of the country as Young, resuming his seat amid a burst
of applause.
you drive the knife in and turn it on me!'I stopped the procession and |ed with Christmas lights, and the well as the Maine towns.
“More Industrial eyes are being
The Good Roads committee of the
around.' My father asked. 'What said. 'What wilt thou that I should do 'Chamber also sponsored the Annual
turned
upon Maine than for many
Chamber
has
been
extremely
active
Dollar
Day
Sales
in
August
about yourself?’ 'Oh.' replied the man, unto thee?' And he said. 'Lord, that I
years." said Mr. Schnurle by way of
during
the
past
year,
and
secured
the
Through
the
local
association
the
’I was only listening for them;
might receive my sight!' And I gave
"There are a lot of people like that. him back his sight. One day outside dreams of a community become building of a section of the road at introduction “We lack many things,
but we also have many things; and
When I preach they know someone the city of Nain I saw a funeral pro realities. Your Chamber ls a doer.. St Oeorge for Knox County
It
does
for
you
what
the
Individual
;
Road-building,
traffic
control,
to whom that message is applicable, cession, and a poor mother, broken
(Continued on Page Three)
but they never feel lt is for them. hearted, following her son to the cannot do for himself, for It com- ’ safety zoning—they're a part of a
mands
the
multiplied
strength
that
Chamber's
Job.
Pilate said to that mob ‘I am not grave. I stopped the procession and
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Your Chamber of Commerce is prigoing to think as a judge or as a handed him back to his mother only comes with teamwork. Your
govemor. I am going to ask you to alive!’
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
think for me.' My friends, Pilate
“What hast thou done?" “Just
and listen to some music at leaat ocoe
forgot that every man has the power healed the sick, opened the eyes of
a week The loaa of theae tastes la •
loaa of happiness —Charles Darwin.
of choice and every man finally set the blind, raised the dead to life,
tles his destiny.
brought peace and comfort, and
SEA MADNESS
showed the man the way to Ood. All
' You who have loved thc ways of streets
Judas For Money
A Strang steamboat whistle ts due • be carried by a 120 foot. Diesel engine
and hills
I did, Pilate, was to try to remake
And build like Jewels, houses on thelr
“Every person in this building to the world into the likeness of God. to awaken the echoes in this section 1,031' Attractive freight rates are
brow.
Will hunger still for country daffodils
said to have been offered.
night must decide what he shall do That is why I am here.’
of Penobscot Bay tomorrow, and it
As I am sick for ships and harbors now.
The Camden and Rockland wharves You who have loved the robins on the
with Jesus Christ. Your decision for
will mark the inauguration of a new
Pilate Washes Hands of It
lawn.
have been leased. Mr. Gilbert will
or against Christ is your own per
And. like a lover, flowers ln the grass.
“But as a lamb is led to the slaugh freight service between Boston. have personal charge of the Camden Have never watched a vessel In the xlawn.
sonal decision. God has not made
the way of schooners when
wharf, and there will be an agent Or marked
you an automaton; you do not ter, and as a sheep before her Rockland and Camden.
they pass.
So I am bound forever to your walls.
The new corporation is known as on the Rockland wharf.
simply respond to nervous stimuli. shearers is numb, so He opened not
I beat my hands against your wooden
No local capital is concerned in the
You have a power of choice. That Hls mouth. And so Pilate took him the Interports Transportation Com
door.
Startled
at night by every wind that
makes man a king in his own realm. back to the mob. and said. ’I can pany, and is headed by Mark L. Gil new undertaking.
calls.
flnd
nothing
wrong
with
this
man.'
bert,
Jr.
of
Fail
River.
The
name
The
boat
will
make
three
trips
a
Crying
for sight of water on a shore.
This power of choice has always been
Some day a wind wlll break the heart
abused by men. Esau did it for ap And they said. ‘Give ug this murderer, of the boat had not been learned week, leaving Camden at 4 a. m., and
of me.
And I will leave you all and take to
petite; Judas for money, and Pilate and send Him to the cross' A good when this issue went to press, but arriving in Boston at 6 p. m..
sea."
Toot I Toni I
tlie freight (and freight. <mlv» will
for position. Each man made lib.
-Harold Vinal.
(Continued on Page Two)
“And now. my friends, may I say
to you with all the earnestness of
my soul as a minister of Jesus Christ
—every person in this auditorium to
night must answer that question.
'What shall I do with Jesus, which
ls called Christ?' You may make the
wrong decision, for silver or gold or
countless other selfish aims. Ponder
well this question; shall He be sold
by you?'

FIFTEEN SMALL INDUSTRIES

Better Than One Big One, Harold F. Schnurle

Told The Chamber Of Commerce

FREIGHT STEAMSHIP LINE

The Courier-Gazette

“The Lively Lady”

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Ood will not cast away a perfect
man, neither will he help the evil
doers.—Job 8:20.

Every-Other-Day, I
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ROCKPORT BAND MINSTRELS

DOING/.,« DR AKE/

Carter, Friendship, Launches
a

Sloop

of

That

' 1

Well

Known Type

MRS DRAKE, r

THINK

NOUR HUSBAND IS THE
CUTEST MAN.'

VBURPEE FURNITURE CO.

A husband like Him J
MUST HAVE BEEN

VEP -—

HE STILL is/

W. Scott Carter. Friendship boat
TO FIND
builder, launched last week the sec
ond Friendship sloop to be built the
past year at the Friendship boat shop
at Hatchet Cove. He is building an
other for delivery, May 30.
There was no launching ceremony 1
(Municipal Election Dec. 6)
Wednesday, because one of the own
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
ers, John Ayers of Cambridge. Mass .
has been critically ill. The other
For Mayor
Cbnuo. Fiet. hr.
owner is a minor, E. J. Bernard of
fc CM* ox. tec.
EDWARD REED VEAZIE
Cambridge, Mass and the business
Of Ward Three
IT’S HARD to find better furniture than that offered by BURPEE
ha® been done through Dr. Stanton
FURNITURE CO. Considering both appearance and wearability
Garfield of Concord. Mass. She is
FURRlTUBE COMPANY
Ward One
our furniture is decidedly Sl’PERIOR. Inspect our displays . . . see
named “Lively Lady,” and her speci
361 MAIN SL&ct6vi4
Alderman—Louis R. Cates.
for yourself.
fications, are 38 feet long. 12 foot
School Committee—Donald
G
beam, with 6 feet draught.
Cummings.
The Eand members: Left to right ; saxophone; Lamont Roberts, saxo- cal director.
Donald Welt, well
Warden—Carroll L. Boardman.
“Lively Lady” will be taken around sitting. Albert Young, trombone; phone; Barbara Richardson, saxo- known senior classman will have
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Nellie F. Grot- to Pleasant Point for the winter. : Bernard Andrews, trumpet; Carrol’ phone; Dorothy Keller, saxophone; the situation well in hand in hls posi-.
ton.
and will be rigged and repainted in Richards, trumpet; Caroline Burns, Earlene Davis, saxophone; Maurice tion as interlocutor, while the darkies j
Carleton trombone; Frederick Lane, in the left wing, Maurice Marston I
Ward Two
the spring, her sails to come from trumpet; George Greenrose, trumpet;
Arline Tominski and Carroll Rich- I
Gladys Noyes, trumpet; John Hys trombone.
i
the
Stephen
Jones,
sailloft
in
WaldoBowdoin and Maine Five
Alderman—John Bernet.
Back row Phyllis Carleton, clari- ards, will keep things in a gala mood !
song.
bass
drum;
Oeorge
Turner,
bass
School Committee—Parker
E ! boro. She will be worth $3500 comEach and Bates One -The
iplete with 10 horsepower. Universal horn; Dell Hyssong. bass drum; Neil net; Marilyn Cripps, trumpet; Edith with their tricky songs, local Jokes
Worrey.
Cavanaugh,
clarinet;
Constance
Lane,
and
wise
cracks
while
trying
not
to
Brown
tin
front
of
the
drum),
trum

j auxiliary motor.
Maine Freshmen
Warden—Allen V. Sawyer.
The crew of eight men at the Car pet; Maurice Marston, trumpet; Rob clarinet; Barbara Waldron, clarinet, be outdone by the right wing, star- ,
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan.
Virginia Deane and Robert Marcello ring Fred Lane, Elizabeth Lane and I Maine football coaches and capter boat shop will start immediately ert Cain, trumpet; Warren Barrows,
Ward Three
trumpet;
Benjamin
Wall,
trumpet.
are not in the picture
Bernard Andrews and a gay circle of :
were canvassed by the Portland
upon another Friendship slocp. of
ladies and gentlemen who will thrill Sunday Telegram for their views in |
Alderman—Francis D. Orne.
Standing, front row. Forrest Me-1
• • . •
A**the same specifications, for Dr. R. E.
school Committee—Allen F. Mc Miller, Hanover. N. H.. which will be Ke nney, trembone: Herbert Wellman
The new Rcckport School Band, the crowd which promises to pack
V'
the hall in support of this energetic regaid 10 the mythlcal All-Maine
Alary.
i ready for delivery May 30. 1938. Her saxophone; Harold Hall, clarinet; consisting of boys and girls of the
group.
team,
and
the
result
will
no
doubt
Warden—Mrs Harold L. Karl.
fittings will make her worth, with her Norman Hoyle, clarinet; Beatrice Mar- Grammar School and Freshman class
Many new songs will be introduced, interest the many scores of Knox
ston. clarinet; Alice MacDonald, clari- of High School is staging their
10 horsepower auxiliary. $3800.
rence.
net;
Barbara
Colby,
clarinet;
Lucille
first
annual
minstrels
in
the
Town
including
"Vienl Vieni" to be sung by County fans who this year attended
, The Friendship type of sloop has
Dean,
clarinet;
Avis
Taylor,
clarinet;
Hall
Wednesday
night
supported
by
Donald
Welt;
“My Cabin of Dreams" the Maine series
Three men were
Ward Four
— ; not been in use for 30 years up until:
j now. But the sail boat as a pleasure ; Waiter Whittier, saxophone; Robert a fine cast of High School stu- by Earlene Davis; “Whispers in the I unanimously chosen. Bowdoin and
Alderman—Ernest H. Quinn.
dents in the ends and circle.
Dark.’’ by Gladys Noyes. Arline
F. craft is coming back into use. and Richards, snare drum.
School Committee—Clarence
Maine furnish five each, and Bates
Second row, standing. Sidney AnThis enthusiastic group of young- Tominski will give a tap dance and I gets the odd one. Colby failed to
j
this
particular
type
is
again
in
de■
Joy.
, mand, probably because they are drews. melaphone; Carolyn Andrews, sters. with the support of the school other interesting features will hold ! register this year. Here is the team
Warden—Harold G. Philbrook.
I wide, and steady, the builders figur piccolo; Hazel Nutt, piccolo; Mary faculty, was formed last July under the audience in rapt attention from thus chosen;
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Damon.
ing that one-third of the length is Daucett. saxophone; Norma Newton.' the direction of Clarence Fish, muai- start to finish.
Player
College Pos.
Ward Five
■ required for the width.
David Pitts, Bowdoin, re.
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
music and also played several selec
The Knox Marine Exchange located
Nelson Corey, Bowdoin. rt.
tions during the banquet. Mrs. Laura
School Comm.ttee Arthur F. Lamb jn camden. bought up the Friendship
Ernest Reidman, Maine, rg.
Ranlett was chairman of the delight
Warden—Walter G. Dimick.
sloop of that former make 30 years
Richard Preston. Bates, c .
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Elizabeth Barton ag0 bulit by Wiibur Morse and Charles
ful affair, having the following effi
Harold Askenazy. Bowdoin. lg.
cient corps of helpers. Mrs Elizabeth
Morse in Friendship, and held them
Ward Six
Wally Gleason, Maine, It.
Noonan. Mrs. Helen Nield. Mrs. Myra
for demand. Since the boats all
Alderman—Irving G MacBride.
Joseph Hamlin. Maine, le.
Watts. Mrs. Helen Johnson, Mrs.
needed
repairs
by
the
time
of
their
Francis Smith. Maine, qb.
School Committee—Jesse BradDelco offers automatic tuning—Electric Delco-matic finger-tip
Marguerite Brewer, Mrs. Gladys
sale, the repairs on them amounted
street.
Benjamin Karsokas Bowdoin. hb.
tuning. Eight push buttons bring you the stations that you regularly
Hamlin and Mrs. Ethel Prock.
:
to
nearly
as
much
as
a
newly
built
use — positively, quickly and accurately. Electric Delco-matic
Warden—James P Aylward.
Roderick Elliott, Maine, hb.
The
turkey
was
awarded
to
Miss
finger-tip tuning is simple in operation and with its beautiful es
I boat would cost.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Ellen Cates.
David Soule, Bowdoin, fb.
cutcheon plate truly adds to the appearance of the cabinets.
Frances Luizza.
The Carter boat shop is doing right
The banquet given at the Elks Home
Col. I. Leslie Cross brought the
Delco offers a complete line of Home Radios for 1938.
Ward Seven
well by itself, and the crew is look- gatUrday night, in honor of Oliver good wishes of Edwin Libby Post and
The
Maine
Freshmen
Alderman—Simon D. Crosby.
PRICED FROM $23.95 TO $149.95
Hamlin Department Commander «>t j
°L,Uni°n Veterans of the
"'or the first time in four years,
School Committee—Robert M. Pack in building. . If Mr. Carter places or
,
Civil
War, Department of Maine. “It i
A General Motors Value
...
i the Maine freshman football team
ard.
ders as he expects for the Friendship Maine. V.F.W. was a success in every is
a pleasure to honor a home boy t
-------finished
its
season
undefeated.
The
Warden—Vernon Giles.
Type of sloop, there will be Friend- way. the popular guest of honor re- who has made good .. said
Butch booster Tackles New
yearlings claimed victories
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Etta Anderson i ship sloops on the coasts of all the ceivmg hearty congratulations from Fernald. “and it is my prediction
York Colored Man Again Ricker. Kent’s Hill and the Maine
I Kew England States.
, the entire assembly. Prayer was of- that he will obtain national recogn .
Friday Night
junior varsity. A scoreless tie with
He has an order now for a 56-foot fere-i by Rev. Corwin H. Olds
tlon. While at West Point, three
Bridgton marred an otherwise perfect
ROCKLAND, MAINE
pleasure fish boat for John Sweetser,
At the head table with Commander things were constantly kept before
Thanksgiving
will
be
over
by
midrecord. As usual the team was
country alrf j
in New York City, which will be fit Hamlin, were Col. Malcolm Stoddard us. duty honor
Had Doubtful Effect Upon
ted with a Superior Diesel engine. cf Togus. State Senator Roy L. Fern- think it time the veterans make vig night Thursday, but the big holiday coached by Phil Jones, formerly of
.■ of, .v.
—, will
in be Frioav
the Rockland High School staff, who
the Old Timer He Wished A $1500 job changing the sloop As- aid of Winterport. Mr. and Mrs. Le orous attempts to rid the country of ....
attraction
the weex
has annually developed much fine
roy
Smith
of
Auburn
Arthur
King
pinet into a two-masted schooner has
propaganda."
night's boxing show at the Potato materlal out Qf (he
gt Qrono
To Shoot
been completed recently and exten
In the course of his address State Bowl starring that vigorous mitt • , The squad this year included Arthur
Among those who were at the an sive repairs made on another 36-foot
Senator Roy L. Fernald of Winter- wielder. Butch Wooster of Rock- M. Boynton of Palermo, Richard A
port said:
nual meeting of the Three-Quarter power boat for a Rockland fisher
land who is slated for a return match Gushee of Union, and Norman E
man.
“In Maine we must safeguard the
Century Club in Ellsworth last sum
are on trial before Jesus. What you
with Dan Roberts the colored gentle- Marriner
(Continued from Page One)
working men and the employer from
I------------------------------------------------- Jo with Jesus tonight. Jesus will dt
mer was Alton Hall Blackington.
exploitation, and oppression of every j man from New York. Those who
many people are like Pilate. Thej with you in eternity. If you accepi
noted Boston photographer and lec
kind. We spend thousands of dollars saw last Friday night's match be
] say, ‘I will wash my hands of it.’ Pi Him. He will accept you. If you
turer. native of Rcckland. Blackie
to advertise Maine and to encourage tween these two huskies do not need
-------The appended note is se'.f-exp’analate cannot escape the ultimate des reject Him. He will reject you. Jesui
wasn't there because his years en
industry to come to our State. Every to be told that something sensational Former Rockland Man Writes
torv:
titled him to membership, but from
tiny of his soul; ultimately Pilatq Christ came and took our place, wenl
laljor dispute in Maine is the wrong
Words aie inadequate tc express
the fact that a nationally circulated
is
to
be
expected.
That
Wooster
boy
From Wyoming To Tell made the decision that sent Jesus down to death for us. but thanks tx
kind of advertising for Maine. Mcst
unto God, the grave could not hold
publication had requested him to my appreciation of the pleasure that
strikes,, like most wars, decide noth becomes a little better every day,
Christ to the cross.
How It’s Done There
has been afforded Mrs Ingraham and
Him. He lives today, and He ask
photograph the meeting for it.
ing.
and when he gets his growtn some
“My friends," said Dr. Taylor, get ycu to engrave His name upon youi
myself by the “hook-up" with the
As Blackie tells it;
A slant on big-scale Western farm
“Who loses in most labor disputes? body is going to suffer
ting very personal “I have come to heart. The only fair, just thing ii
“I’d been as busy as it was pos Community Building, winch enables
The laborer in loss of earnings, hls
ing comes in a letter from Ralph H.
And
the
fans
always
get
a
kick
us
to
hear
the
services
that
are
now
to come to the cross and look the
sible; and was it work. Conditions
family in food and clothing, his com- when Walter Reynolds and Frankie Smith who years ago took up his ask you the same question tonight. world in 'he face and sav 'He died foi
being
conducted
by
“
Charlie"
and
were all against the Job; weather,
What will you do with Christ? He ls
j munity in added expense in its wel Merrill are in the squared circle.
me; I am going to live for Him
above in Cheyenne, Wyoming, but is
everything. I'd made pictures of ‘ I aurie" Taylor.
fare department; the employer loses They meet again in the coming show.
on trial before you. Can't you see j^endsof
county. tonlght
It
was
fine
of
you
to
follow
up
well
posted
on
Eastern
doings
as
he
flne old ladles, estimable old gentle
i as well, in profits, loss of business. I The top preliminary will introduce
Him?
He
wears
the
peasant's
robe
What
will
you
do
with
Jesus?
men, quietly seated or busily en the suggestion that was made, I be
I and the material things of life, while Bud Terrio of Winslow and Slasher is a constant reader of The Courier- He has a thorn-erowned brow; His
lieve
by
Brother
Constantine,
and
gaged in this or that activity, when
i every one of us. as citizens of Maine, Porter of Rockiand, “Two Wildcats," Gazette.
eyes are filled with sadness. Is not
I saw an old gentlemen sitting over I am especially grateful to those
Laurie s Last Concert
j whether or not we live in the com- the bill calls them, and all who have
Farmers here would pop their eyes there something about Him that stirs
through
whose
efforts
the
plan
was
at one side smoking hls pipe. He
Tuesday
night ls to be County
j munity. suffer. The citizen of Fort
your heart, that shallenges you?
fitted into my idea of the sort of worked out so successfully.
They call him “Happy" Hamlin, ' I Kent, or Portland, is injured by a seen Slasher Porter know that his in amazement at the sight of 23.000 Something about His matchless death Night, when the churches outside
\ nickname isn't just an idle word. tons of beets in a single pile, yet Mr.
I thank you one and all for what
pictures I wanted as neatly as tho
glance at the picture shows why i shoe strike in Lewiston or Auburn,
you have done for me, and feel that
The other prelim will toe between Cy- , Smith says lhat is a frequent part of that makes you want to take that Rcckland will have floor spaces re
I'd made him to order.
— ; as well as are the citizens in those
cross ar.d tear out the nails, and set served for tnem. Charlie's subjec
clone Hooper of Rockland and Young
I
can
hever
Irepay
you
for
your
kind

“'Who is he?’ I asked a man.
the scenery ir. sections of Wyoming. Him upon a throne? Every person
and Thomas Foley of Auburn. Pred particular communities directly ef
Quiron of Waterville.
“ 'Him.' said the man. 'is Lonzo ness.
will be “The Cure for Snake Bite."
Young of Friendship, Mrs. Oliver fected. For example, the Auburn
Colorado and Nebraska.
must, before he or she leaves this
Referee, Hayward Storey.
May God bless each and everyone
Jordan of Surry'
Wednesday night is to be Methodist
Hamlin Daniel Noonan. Levi Flint. strike during 1936-37 cost the State
building tonight, either crown Him or
Quoting the Wyoming Tribune:
Announcer, Ken. Moran.
"I went over to Mr. Jordan and cf you.
and
Congregationalist night, with
Nathan Berliawsky. Mrs. John Ran alone $47,247 28. The efforts and the
Timer, Leon Halstead.
“The Holly Sugar Corporation ran cruicfy Him. You must do some seats reserved for them. There will be
Most sincerely,
spoke to him; told him who I was
lett. Chester L. Black and former ■ efficiency of the labor department In
thing with Jesus. You cannot be
Frank H. Ingraham
and that I'd like to get a picture of
out of space for the beet pile and neutral. Jesus said. He that is not more neg'° sPirituals b>' the Taylors,
mayor. Charles M. Richardson. The Maine must be increased in order to
I BUILT A DREAM
him Just as he was smoking his pipe.
had to move the piler to their land with me is against me.' If you do not The sermon that nlght wU1 ** "The
dining hall was very attractive with bring about greater co-operation, co
|For The Courler-Oazette]
SHERMAN-DOW, LTD.
“ ‘I'm done smoking for t'day,' said
decorations of greens and red ber- 1 erdinatien of effort, peace and har
One day I built a dream
north of the highway where a new serve Christ. you certainly serve Cost of Salvation."
Mr. Jordan
And next day lt fell—
Laurie's last musical concert will
ries.
used
as
table
centerpieces
and
mony
between
labor
and
industry
in
Satan.
heap is growing.
At
flrst
lt
would
seem
The Sherman-Dow "Main street"
“But; said I, ‘just put the pipe
be
given on Thursday evening, and
There la no well
;
Maine,
with
the
view
of
building
in
in your mouth and make believe. Iteam- soliciting for memberships in j inJ’°“qUetSljab°Ut
r°°m?
“The mountain of beets which filled
On Trial Before Jesus
To cure my thlrat for confusion.
will consist of selections from modern
But hereon I shall
while I snap the picture.'
Rockland's fine organization, the I Nathan Berliawsky. Senior Vice I Maine, a greater, happier, and more
all available space south of the road
"Jesus is on trial before every r- music. Charlie will preach on the
Part my fact from my illusion.
contains 23,775 tons of,beets, or 4?.- son tonight; but oh. my friends, you topic, “Our Eternal Thanksgiving.
“ Told you I was done bmoking \ Parent-Teacher Association, have Cemmander of Huntley-Hill Poet, harmonious commonwealth"
—Charles Emery.
was master of ceremonies, introducOther officers and guests who were
Waterville.
550.000 pounds. Field Man A. J.
for"And
t'dav
saidonly
Mr10Jordan.
'owe
up a300
bit memberships.
after reaching a to. . as their
.. . names were ,
it ' was
30 in the morn-i' stai
ofd over
F11"1' Commander of Wins- , asked to. stand
Brown said Lingle has the largest
Dow leads by quite a little margin ! low'Ho!brook Amencan Legion, who called were. Arthur King department
beetliump in the world.
"Well, I wanted that picture and Sherman doesn't feel so bad about £pcke of "the ^ion and Post walk’ trumpeter °nd,
I
“At this time the favorable sea
worse'n-well, I wanted it. I reached jit. because this Rockport-by-nlght. ing hand in hand and shoulder t0 Partmenl chapIal";
Noonan. ,
son has advanced the harvest until
in mv pocket and took out a ci-I Rockland-by-day. helper Droved a shoulder, in the common cause" and commander of Huntley-H 11 Pest;
the growers have 30 percent more]
Has Secured lhe Services of
gar all nicely wrapped up and said happy appointee in the earning for-Iextended sincere good wishes from
ed Y°Ung' commander of Prle“d- I
j beets out than at the same time last
JU Th* LowmI Mom la Hlilo<yl
to him: ’Mr Jordan, last week I was ward of the campaign this year Legion members, for a successful year, ship Post; Mrs. Hamlin, patriotic in! year.
ELERY T. NELSON
over at Hyde Park at the time of the I Sherman obtained ihe member living Ex'Mayor Charles M. Richardson structor of the local auxiliary, and
Visiting Cards
"In addition to the beets in the
100 paneled card*, cholae of 4
Lingle pile, many Lingle farmers;
press interview with the President— , larthest away from
Rockland followed, paying highest tribute to Mrs. Laura Ranlett. president of the ,
As Service Manager For
elms and 30 tiyloe of engraving.
j haul thelr beets to the Barnes and ]
and that was true—and President. Charles Forbes Taylor of Pasadena. the Department Commander and tell- , auxiliary.
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ Sl.ll
ing the people ,of Rockland that they
A telegram from ex-Governor ,
Packard, Hudson and Terraplane, and Your Car
(Vaughn dumps, and others deliver
Roosevelt gave me this cigar. Now. | California.
Wedding Announcements
if you will just put that pipe in your J ‘This fine group of over one thou- should be proud, that one of its own Brann, was read, expressing wishes ;
! them direct to the factory. Still [
118 PARK STREET,
RCCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1178
or Invitations
I other beets are loaded into railroad
mouth and strike a match and cup sand members, if properly directed, citizens had been elevated to this po- ■. for a most prosperous term of office :
On white or ivory etock—wed
| and sending regrets that he would
I cars and are shipped to Torrington
it over the pipe I'll give you this i could dc- great things for our city," sition.
ding or plate finish. Inside and
Mr. Berliawsky next called on Col. i be unable to attend, owing to bad i
from whence Holly trucks transport
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
cigar.'
I said Aibert McCarty, president of the
CLUDED _______________St.SS
them to the mill."
“Mr. Jordan never batted an eye. P.T.A., last evening. Mrs. Kelsey, Malcolm Stoddard. National Council ' driving conditions.
As the regional factory is unable to
didn't move, but slowly spoke. Said g eneral chairman, desires all ward member and Liason officer at Togus. , The Auxiliary members then preSocial Stationery
take care of the beets as fast as they
he:
workers "to make an effort to com- who emphasized the ebiployment of suited the honor guest with a leather
Epedal styles for men and women.
are hauled in. the overflow has to be
A choice of lovely colors, mono
“ ‘Young man, if the President gave plete their solicitation before Thanks-iveterans and of giving them a prefer‘ibU1 f°ld’ Commander Hamlin re- j
grams and styles of engraving,
! ence. He spoke highly of Command- ' spending with many thanks to the ;
piled out of doors In the immense i
you that cigar, you'd better smoke giving.
PLATE INCLUDED__________
er Hamlin and wished him a year local Post and Auxiliary for the high I
piles as described. The factories
it yourself; no one in Maine wants
S2.2S. $3.95 and op.
filled with success. Mrs. Leroy Smith. : compliment paid him. and expressing j
work three shifts of eight hours each
it!’_Sam Conner in the Lewiston
STONINGTON SCHOOLS
Business Stationery
past department president and past : with sincerity his thanks to the dis93 Exchange Street
during the beet season which lasts
Journal.
500 business cards or Hammermill
Roland Morey, local health officer, ! National guard V.F.W. representing Anguished guests for their kind |
from the first of October to Christ
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
Portland,
Maine
mas. It is an interesting program
Hancodk is the only county in yesterday ordered the town schools, jMrs- Lucille Betts, department presi- wishes.
CLUDED. only__________ $7.$5
c ?
Adjournment was then made to
Established 1854
from the time the beets are sowed in
Maine in which all 4-H Club mem churches and Opera House closed be- ,dent of Gardiner, who was unable
the Spring, until one sees the sacks
bers completed all the club projects catfse of six cases of scarlet fever in t0 attend, added her best wishes and the ballroom, where dancing and a
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
of sugar being loaded on freight cars
for which they were enrolled this | two families. The disease is said to ^said tbe auxiliary's work is to help;8eneral social time were enjoyed,
18-19T&Stf
year.
be of a mild form.
I and aid all veterans.
j Vinal's orchestra furnished snappy
and trucks ready for the housewife.

jvy

The All Maine Team

—

COMMANDER HAMLIN HONORED

Rockland Boy Who Heads Maine Department,
V. F. W., Gets Much Praise

At The Potato Bowl

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Blackie’s Cigar

PILATE “PASSED THE BUCK”

An Appreciation

Western Farming

Qenuiae

THOMAS MOTOR CO.

STATIONERY

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

Water Company Bonds
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Every-Other-Day
Thirty-two days to Christmas, j
Don't shop early; shop now.
Dr. J. A. Richan will be in his'
Rockland office until Monday. Nov. 29

CHISHOLM BROS.

wm NOVEMBER uw
M

T
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2

Women's Association of the First
Baptist Church will meet Wednesday
afternoon at 2.30. in the church par
lors.
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Steve Alex has moved from the
Farnsworth store to the building for-1
merly occupied by the Karl paint
ers. The opening is expected to take
place Friday.

and

Freshly Salted Nuts

fhanksgiving Specials

The third story of the Burpee Fur
niture Co.’s block has undergone
same marked improvements within
recent weeks and now houses one
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
of the firm's largest departments.
Nov. J-30—Deer hunting season in sev
eral counties Including Knox. Lincoln, Other improvements to the block are
Waldo and Hancock.
to be made in the near future.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Nov. 7-26—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at Community Building.
Nov. 23—Visitation Day at Home for
Aged Women.
Nov. 23—Martinsville—Play ln Orange
hall by Grammar School pupils.
Nov. 24—Rockport—Grammar School I
Minstrel Show at Town hall.
Nov
24—Camden—Board of Trade
meeting at YM.C.A
Nov. 25—Thanksgiving.
Nov 26—Methebesec Club meets at
Community Building
Nov 27—Concert by Crusade Union
Boy Singers at First Baptist Church.
Dec 1—Second annual feast of Camden
Outing Club at Masonic Temple, Cam
den
Dec 1—South Warren Christmas fair
at Goodwill Orange.
Dec. 1—Littlefield Memorial Church
fair
Dec. 2—Edwin Llbby Relief Corps fair
at Grand Army hall.
Dec 2—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Christmas fair Bt Congregational vestry.
Dec 3—Camden-Recital by piano and
vocal pupils of Mrs. Ruth Collemer.
Dec. 6—Rockland city election.
Dec. 6—Annual fair of Ruth Mayhew
Tent. DU.V.. at Grand Army hall.
Dec. 7-6—Hobby Show at Community
Building
Dec. 8—Thomaston—Alnnual Christ
mas fair of St. John's Chunch.
Dec
B—Rockport—Annual Christmas
fair of Methodist Ladles Aid.
Dec
9-16—Senior play "Big Hearted
Herbert" at High School auditorium.
Dec. 12—Legion's Charity Food Show
at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 17—Camden—High School tcnlor
play at Opera House
Dec. 18—City schools close for holiday
recess.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day
Dec. 25—Christmas dance at Commu
nity Building

THANKSGIVING ISSUE

Thanksgiving, falling upon our
publication day, next Thursday,
The Courier-Gazette will be put
lo press Wednesday afternoon.
This timely notice is given in or
der that advertisers, correspond
ents and other contributors may
gauge their plans accordingly.
Register of Deed Albert Winslow
expects to take charge of his new
quarters in the Court House annex
next Monday. Temporary furnish
ings will be used for the present.
The formal opening will take place
the first of the year with the arrival
of the new paraphernalia.

Mrs. George A. Wellman has sold
her hoi se at New County road junc
tion, Buttermilk lane, to Alden W.
Bewail of Little Deer Isle. Horace
Keizer of Thomaston recently bought
the small house adjoining the propis aow
now occupying
occupying it.
it. Mis.
Dec. 31—New Year's Eve-Milk Fund
“and
nd »
Bali at Community BuUdlng, auspices \ Wellman now has apartments nt the
home Qf he]. daughter Mrs

Rockland PTA.

Ervm

Curtis, New County road.
Supper for two will be furnished
by all ladies attending social at 6.15
tonight at Pleasant Valley Grange,
which precedes the regular meeting
at 7.40. Work will be on two can
didates in first and second degrees.
The mjn will have the opportunity oi
paying fifteen cents for his supper
with some fair lady as a partner and
help the new regalia fund.

i*|JzjHJZfeiaizizjzraarzjfEl

FIFTEEN SMALL INDUSTRIES

HOME OF

Home Made Candies

Fancy Thin Ribbon
Candy,
lb 29c
2 lb box Machine Candy
lb„
32c
Fancy 1 lb box Whole
Pecans,
1.00

Fancy 1 lb box Salted
Mixed Nuts,
1.00

Freshly Salted Mixed
Nuts,
lb 60c
Freshly Salted Cashew
Nuts,
lb 49c

Freshly Salted Peanuts,
lb 25c
Mixed Nuts,

lb 27c

(in shell Red Budded)

1 lb box Fancy Stuffed
Dates,
40c
1 lb box Fresh Cream
Mints,
35c

SPECIAL

Fancy Baskets Fruit

(Continued from Page One)

I be said, declaring that it was woith
$105,000,000 to the State last ysar.
are a lot better off than many other
“Lend every assistance to the in
places in this country. We want an Lustries y0U already have," urged Mr.
opportunity, in this State, to run our Schnurle, “and do all you can to
own business.
keeP them here-’’
"Getting new industries is a highly ] Referring to the Central Maine
Power Company, and its efforts to
competitive proposition. I have no
, j
secure new industries for Maine, Mr.
desire to see a community 'buy' or schnurle said:
subsidize them."
“The policy of the corporation is ,
The speaker wanted to know J?ow not to see how much power it can [
carefully we have imade a survey bi sell; power is a secondary considera
tion. If there is a general prosperity
our own resources, suggesting that
in any community the power company
there might be added opportunities gets its share of the revenue."
for the fish business. He said that
President Thurston called for an
the State was about to launch the open forum, and the response showed
largest advertising campaign for its! the keen interest which had been
1 aroused by the meeting. Among the
agriculture and fish products that anv |
'peakers were Eugene Rich of Cam
State bad ever undertaken. Every den, and William Sansom, Henry B.
lobster caught in Maine waters is go- i Blrd A]an L. Bird. John W. Trott
ing to be identified as a Maine lob- and Judge E. K. Gould of Rockster, for instance. An attempt will land. Mr. Rich, who is a prince of
be made to stabilize prices of Maine ' Optimism brought welcome news cor.products and to secure prices to which I cerning the outlook of the Camden
the producers are entitled.
i Outing Club, and his excellent speech
Referring to the boat-building in- was loudly applauded.
dustry, Mr. Schnurle said: “We have I Earl Gowell of the industrial cornset on our haunches and allowed the I rnittee received a “fitting" present—
i business to go elsewhere.-' The recre-1 a pair of new shoes from one of the
ation industry should be plain "velvet" j plants visited.

Niles Is Chairman

Deer Isle Bridge

Democratic City Committee Executive

Councilor

Page Three

Clark

WINTER DRUG NEEDS
__ AT LOW PRICES
Your Health—Your Greatest Asset
With sicknecs comes anxiety and a feeling of helplessness; it is then you turn to

those in whom ycu have faith—your Doctor and your Druggist.

scription service, a proficiency in our profession which comes from long years of

study and practical experience.
A. B. D. & G. VITAMIN C.APSULES, pkg of 25 .89
(Squibbs—P. D. & Co., Nyal & Abbotts)
HALIBUT LIVER OIL CAPSULES, box of 50 .69
BROMO SELTZER, extra large size ................... 95
SCOTT'S EMULSION, large plain—fortified...... 98
NUJOL, 8 oz
.41; 16 oz.......... 59; 32 oz...........98
MISTOL DROPS ........................................ .23, .59
PERTUSSIN ................................................ .49, 1.19
ALOPHEN PILLS, bottle of 100
.49

Priced from $2.50 up

EVENING IN PARIS GIFT SETS

1.25 up

Figbt

vor of Viciousness

COTYS GIFT SETS ..................................
HARRIET HUBBARD GIFT SETS

1-50 up
1.50 up

actual cold fact' thai they savor of
viciousness.
He described as an “unwarranted
attack" a statement Friday by former
state
BUn w
(R)

SQUIBB MINERAL OIL, quarts .........................89
LEXTRON CAPSULES (Lilly’s), bottle of 84 .... 2.69
DEXTRI MALTOSE, Nos. 1, 2, 3 .......................... 63
PABLUM ..............
43
MEADS CEREAL ............
.23
WAMPOLE’S PREPARATION ............................ 89
t’HOCOLAX, the Candy Laxative ....................... 19
HOT WATER BOTTLES
...............3!)

BUY EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
YARDLEY GIFT SETS

Says Attacks Upon It Sa-

Executive Councillor Percy T
Clarke iR)), Ellsworth, says attaexs
by "politicians" opposing the project
ed million-dollar Deer Isle-Sedgwick
bridge “are so far afield from the

COD LIVER OIL, pints ...................................... 69

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY
Nyal Aspirin Tablets 5 gr.
100 in bot.
.29
Pine Syrup with Tar Cough Syrup
.14
A-B-D-G Capsules
in bulk
each .02

Organizes and Is Full ot

At a meeting of tlie Democratic
.City Committee of Rockland, last
[r.ight at the Democratic Club Rooms
on Main street, the following offi
cers were elected: Perley E. Niles,
chairman; Clara T. Curtis, vice
chairman; Jane M. Tait. secretary;
and Adah E. Roberts treasurer.
Thenewly elected chairman issued

We take great

piide in these things, which we believe establish confidence—our excellent pre

COLGATES SETS FOR MEN ..............49 and .89
PALMOLIVE SETS FOR MEN ...........49 and .89
WILLIAMS SETS FOR MEN ......................... 1.29
SHAVING BOWLS
.49 to 1.00
SCHICK ELECTRIC SHAVER
.......... 15.00

CORNER DRUG STORE
MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

$1.50 up

a statement urging all Democrats to Skowhegan, characterizing the proJ Qhtenon; (stunts, Howard Maxey;
WARREN
“Sweeten it with Domino
j games, seventh and eighth grades;
co-operate with the Democratic City posed span as "Maine's Own Quoddy."
Refined in U.S.A.
Supper guests Sunday of Mr. and one-act play, "The Editor's Busy
Page charged the bridge "would ac
Committee in working to bring about
Quick icings
Fruits.cereals
commodate a population of only Mrs. Joseph Stickney were Mr. and .Day," Theresa Huntley; Lois Bazeand fillings
iced drinks
around 1009 people, it would cost Mrs. Ralph Stickney of Rockland.' more, Joan Smith, Richard Butler,
son. Democratic candidate for Mayor;
• ia >
] someone $50,000 a year to maintain, Mrs. William Stickney and Mrs.
gtowo
as well as the election of the com- j an(j tjje ne^ revenue from tolls would Helen Hilton.
plete Democratic slate of candidates | not even
the stecl work ■■
Warren Grange will work the first
Cdn<?Sugjr
fQr aldermen and school commit.ee
The State, he added, would "have to and second degrees on one candidate
HOME-AG.-FAX
te;
members.
pay the bonds when they fall due and tonight.
Dandelions still blossom in many
The members present, representing the Federal Government will have
The supper committee Friday at
yards.
Harold
Coombs
picked
14
on
The 14 county farm bureaus of
a majority of the newly elected mem lost its investment."
Blossoms through the snow can
Crescent
Temple. P. S., includes, Mrs.
his
lawn
yesterday.
bers of the Democratic City Commit
put Maine in the Ripley column this
Maine had 12.653 members at the
A Federal grant of $315,000 has been
THE W'FATIIER
tee. pledged the support of their ward authorized to aid in construction, and Mabel Mills, Mrs. Edith Hastings, close of (the annual meetings eaAy in
week. Miss Barbara Robinson. 14Benjamin
Frotton
will
enjoy
veni

organization to bring about a success- a time extension until Dec. 1 to start rnd Mrs. Mary Creamer.
year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis were ; November. This is the largest memThey're having real winter all Clyde Robinson, brought a cluster of son for his Thanksgiving dinner from ful result for the Democratic Party the work has been granted. Clarke,
Chrysanthemum* and
around us. Bob Hills invaded Apple- healthy dandelion blooms to the the doe he shot in Burkettville Sat and its candidates in the City elec- counsel for the bridge district, said re- in Waterville Sunday, as guests of i bership in seven years.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis.
ton Ridge yesterday and indulged in office yesterday and said. "There's urday.
•
•
•
•
tion to be held Dec 6.
Pompoms
cently private sale of $493,009 in
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills motored
perfect skiing. And the thermometer lots more where those came from,”
Fcr your Home or your Hostess
bridge bonds to Insure construction
A portfolio of farm building and
Sunday to Bangor with Mr. and Mrs.
Anderson Camp, Sons of Union
tells us that the mercury will soon meaning the grounds at her home,
fcr Thanksgiving
probably would be completed this Percy Miller of East Waldoboro.
equipment plans prepared for the
Veterans of the Civil War will meet
be having a sit-down strike on the 155 Camden street.
week.
northeast
has
been
received
by
Maine
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert had
at Grand Army Hall , Wednesday
zero mark.
Page's “eleventh hour attack"
GARDENIAS
as weekend guests, thelr grandson county agents. No general ‘distribu
At the November Term of Lincoln night. A full attendanme is re
Clarke said, was made "unfortunately
TODAY
(TUESDAY)
Karl Reever and Miss Martha Stan tion of the bulletin will be made; ,
City election one week from next County Superior Court in Wiscasset. quested.
when the undertaking seems to be so
ley
both
of
Beverly.
Mass.
Monday.
Hilda Parsons Somes of Waldoboro,
oopies may be consulted in the coun
near realization."
Maurice Watts shot an 11-point
Silsby’s Flower Shop
formerly of this city, was given the
"The tactics indulged in bj- the
WALDOBORO
ty agent's office.
buck. Saturday.
Frank Prescott and Dr. R. E. Strat custody of Robert Karl Somes; minor
TEL 318-W
politicians fcr many days," he said,
• • • •
Schools will close Wednesday for
ton are combing the Katahdin region child, by Justice Edward P. Murray,
S7I MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
"are
so
unfair,
in
fact
the
statements
Democratic Club Formed
140-141
for antlered critters.
A new illustrated bulletin on “Ero
and $10 weekly. The custody of
“MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY" are so far afield fiom the actual, cold the remainder of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Moody of sion Control ln the Northeast" has
The
Lincoln
County
Young
Demj
Robert Karl Somes was given to Ron
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 1(8)
facts that they savor of viciousneas."
Sheepscot are spending the winter been prepared by the Soil Conserva
Steamer North Haven, which has ald K. Somes on a decree of divorce ocratic Club Mas organized Thursday
Tlie bridge, he said, would serve
TUESDAY, NOV. 23
Expert Radio Repair
at (the home of Charles A. Webb.
been on the South Railway for re by Justice Herbert T. Powers at the night at the Community Garden
tion Service. The Presque Isle dem
1509
people
on
Maine's
second
largAU makes radio receivers
No Matinee
Roger Morang 22, of Appleton re onstration project is one of three in
pairs was launched Sunday.
November Term of Lincoln County Club house when a group of youth-!
i est island. Maintenance cost, he said,
Work Guaranteed
Single evening show at eight
ful
residents
formed
a
nucleus
for
(
ceived
a
badly
lacerated
face,
and
New England conducted by the Soil
Superior Court in 1936.
Tubes Tested Free
j would be "about $700 a year" for
Double
Feature
independent work in the Democratic
cut on his upper lip Friday night, ! Conservation
Service.
Regional
The Christmas street lights are
MAINE MUSIC CO.
j painting and “not more than 2093
WHEELER AND WOOLSEY
when, riding a bicycle near the headquarters are in Williamsport,
Committees have been chosen for party. Age limit for membership was
ready for the word “go.” They will
Member of Radio Mfgrs. Service
■ yearly” for collection of tolls. A
in
Charles Lawrence place in Pleasant Penn.
m-tf
make their season's debut Thanks the production ol 'Big Hearted Her set at 40 years.
[ “fair" toll rate, he added, “should
Officers are: John L. Blagdon, Wis- j
ville, he collided with Herbert Sim
bert" which ls scheduled to be given
“On Again Off Again”
giving night.
take care of the interest, maintenance
mons Jr.. 9, who was walking in the
in the High school ruditorium De casset. president; Mrs. Louise Miller,
Also
and retirement of bonds ...”
Waldoboro,
vice
president;
Mrs.
road. Morang was taken to Knox
A special meeting of the Knox Hos cember ninth and tenth, by a fine
“We should not forget that the peo
“Counsel For Crime”
Hospital, after an examination by Dr. !
pital Alumnae Association is called cast of seniors. The committees who Louise Redonnet Wiscasset, secre
ple of Maine have approved the proj
with
tarj';
Lore
Ford.
Whitefield
treasurer.
Fred G. Campbell. The Simmons ’
for Wednesday at 1 o'clock at the will help lo mase this p'.ay a success
ect and by a large majority vote,"
OTTO KRUGER
A public meeting sponsored by this
boy was severely shaken up.
IN THE
William Bok Memorial Nurses' Home. are: Business Manager, Marion Lud
Clarke concluded.
A box social will be held Wednes
wick. assistants, Mary Dodge, Ethel club will be conducted Dec. 15 in
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 24
Delays and time extensions have
day at 7.15 at Glover hall, by the [
Sergeant Francis J. McCabe, di Hayes, Maud Johnson; advertising Wiscasset.
No Matinee
marked the proposed project since en senior class. Every girl who attends j
Evening Seven and Nine
rector of the Highway Safety Com manager, Stuart MacAlman, assist
abling legislation was enacted in the
The Federal Surplus Commodities
is asked to take box lunch.
A Free Trip Each Week
BANK NIGHT
mission, will be the Lions speaker ants, Stella Young Edward Storer;
|
closing hours of the 1935 legislative
Ivy Chapter, OES. was inspected |
Corporation
has
purchased
about
electrician.
Laroy
Brown,
assistant,
Double
Feature
tomorrow and that magic pianist
Until May
session.
Originally
the
cost
was
to
Charles uufl; stage manager. Wood- 12.000 bushels of Maine apples this
Friday by D D.G.M. Mrs. Leah Davis |
M.ARY CARLISLE, LEW AYRES
Laurie Taylor may be on hand.
have
been
several
hundred
thousand
To Nassau and Havana
row Andersen assistant, Encio Laad fall as a part of its surplus removal
of Thomaston. Mrs. Mildred Gam
in
dollars lower than the figure now mon and Mrs. Mildred White re- I
Also Nine Other Prizes
Mrs. Milton Weymouth, Depart sonen; property manager, Marion program. The apples go to persons
“Hold ’Em Navy”
estimated.
ceJvcd the degree. Fifty-nine guests ■
ment Child Welfare chairman, Vinal, assistants, Virginia Haskell. on relief.
A
Legal
Investment
and
ENTER TODAY
were present, with 10 visiting chapters !
American Legion Auxiliary, has ar Fred Blackman; costume mistress.
Thomas A. Cooper, State bank represented. They were Wiwurna of
BUCK JONES
Dorothea
Merriam,
assistant
Helen
This
year,
the
smart
thing
is
to
use
One
local
girl lias already won a trip.
ranged for a Child Welfare program
in
commissioner, has rendered his opin Waldoboro, Marguerite of Vinaiha- |
Ycu ran do likewise.
Mills; usher chairman, Kathleen Personalized Holiday Greetings. Make
to be broadcast over WCSH Port
ion that the Sedgwick-Deer Isle Bridge ven, Grace of Thomaston, Seaside of
ASK AT ONCE
Chase. Buy your tickets early!
“Hollywood Round-Up”
your selection now—while all lines
land (Friday at 5.15 p. m. James L.
j District bonds will be legal for in Camden. Deering of Portland, Golden
are
complete;
you
will
find
just
the
Boyle, Department Adjutant, Ameri
E. K. Gould has removed his law sentiment and design you wish, for THURSDAY-FRIDAY, NOV. 25-26 vestment by the savings banks of the Rod of Rockland, Iona of Portland,
can Legion, prominent Legionnaire
Matinees Both Days 239
State of Maine. He said that after a Irene of Ellsworth. Pogonta of
offlce from 375 Main street to 400 the modest sum of $1 which will buy
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 681-M
484 MAIN STREET
of Waterville, will be guest speaker.
Evenings at 8
thorough Investigation into the set South Bristol; Forget-me-not of
Main street (over Woolworth's).
from 16 to 50 cards depending on the
SPECIAL HOLIDAY FEATURE
up of the project he found the bonds South Thomaston. Program num
131-tf quality. The Courier-Gazette.—adv.
Team Captains Mrs. Aurelia Bray
Waldo Theatre Presents
to be legal for savings banks to in bers included vocal solo by Mrs. Eve
for Ward 6 and Mrs. Carrie Britto
Columbia’s newest triumph in the
lyn Powers; vocal duet, Miss Hilda
for Ward 1 were awarded blue rib
field of comedy to take its place vest in.
BORN
with "It Happened One Night."
Aspey and Mrs. Avis Norwood; vocal
bons for drive leadership when the
THE NEW
“Mr. Deeds Goes To Town" and
RALPH—At Waldoboro, Nov. 18. to Mr.
SOUTH WALDOBORO solo, Mrs. Carrie Butler. Mrs. Carrie
Woman's Educational Club met Fri
and Mrs. Willis Ralph, a daughter
"Theodora Goes Wild."
HOTEL
ROCKLAND
R. Smith was the accompanist.
day at Mrs. Lelia Benners. Further
IRENE DUNNE. CARY GRANT j The Union Ladies Aid met WedM. F. Donohue. Prep.
A program presented Friday aft- I
awards, such as magazine subscrip
MARRIED
Will Serve One of Its Famous
in
; nesday and enjoyed a picnic dinner ernoon at the Grammar School, with
tions, await reports Dec. 3 when the
SPEAR-COLEMAN—At Warren. Nov. 20.
THANKSGIVING DINNERS
at Mrs. Samuel Winchenbach's. The Theresa Huntley chairman, consisted j
by Rev H I. Holt. Hilliard R 6pear
“The Awful Truth”
club will picnic at Mrs. Lena Mer
From 12.00 to 2.30 P. M.
of Warren and Miss Ada F. Coleman
j
next meeting will be Dec. 1 with of: Piano duet, Ann Norwood and i
Make
Reservations
Early
of Thomaston.
rill's.
A Rollicking Comedy now playing
$1.00 per plate
ORCUTT-THOMPSON—At Boston. Sept.
its world premiere at Radio City Mrs. Leland Winchenbach and at Elizabeth Kenniston; stunts, Emily
Day in and day out... D. & H. An
21. by Rev Arthur D. Stroud. Kenneth
139-149
Music Hall. As this program goes that time a quilt will be knotted.
Samuel F. Glover, son of Mr. and
Stone; ukelele solo. Ethola Stimpson;
I Orcutt of Rockland and Boston and
thracite fires burn steadily, evenly
to
press
it
is
held
over
for
second
Miss
Arlene
E.
Thompson
of
Bourne
Work
is
progressing
rapidly
on
Mrs. W. A. Glover, Rockland, won
and vocal solo, Leona Sidelinger;
Mass
smash week.
. . . ready to respond instantly to
the
new
house
being
built
by
James
his freshman numerals at Bates Col
piano solo, Richard Butler; poem,
Richards. It will soon be ready for Ethel Wotton; a Finnish Song, Lllja
the drafts with a heat-giving fire
lege, according to announcement of
DIED
occupancy.
49 fall athletic awards made by the
DAVIS—At Rockland. Mass. Nov. 20.
... a fire easily dampered down if
Adelbert Davis, formerly of South Wal
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin E. Wallace
JNfDlfev.
committee on athletics at the col
doboro. aged 68 years.
the need arises. Avoid the incon
were guests Saturday of Mr. and
lege. Glover played right guard for
COLLINS—At Boston. Nov. 21. Zerah C
venience
of your fire burning out
Collins, j.at ve of Union. Committal
Mrs. Alvin A. Stone.
the Freshman lootball eleven. He
Wednesday at 12.15 at Seven free
...
by
ordering
reliable D. & H.
Alfred
Davis
has
received
news
of
cemetery. Union.
graduated in 1936 from Rockland
$1.15
the death Saturday of his brother, 1 Gal. Jar................
ROBINSON—At Thomaston. Nov. 22.
Anthracite
TODAY.
High School where he played varsity
1 Kit ........................
$1.25
Albert H. Robinson, aged 65 years
Adelbert Davis of Rcckland Mass. 2!i Gal. Keg ..........
S2.5U
football four years.
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
Call 487
residence, 12 Wadsworth street. In
The deceased was born in Friend
4 Gal. Keg ..............
$3.(81
MORTICIANS
terment ln Thomaston cemetery.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Sauer Kraut Juice, Gal.
$1.00
ship but passed hls boyhood in this
SARGENT—At Washington, Nov. 23.
The one day in the year a perfect
$2.G0
2‘i Gal. Keg
Jerusha E. wife of Reuben Sargent,
community.
In
eariy
youth
he
ob

Ambulance
Service
dinner is an absolute necessity is on
aged 69 years. 7 months, 5 days. Fu
tained imployn •it in a Brockton
neral Friday at 1 o'clock from resi
Thanksgiving Phone 580 now and
EDWIN A. DEAN
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
ROCKLAND, ME.
519 MAIN STREET,
dence. Interment ln Marr cemetery.
shce factory and later moved to
make your family reservation at the
I WASGATT—At Camden. Nov 20. Ada
ROCKLAND, MAINE
361-365 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Rocklar.d,
Mass.
Besides
his
wife
TEL
662
I Boyd, wife of Leroy Wasgatt. aged 64
New Hotel Rockland. All you can eat,
TEL. 671-J
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
years. 6 months, 26 days. Funeral
119-tf and brother he leaves one son, Stan
138-140
THE Solid FUEL FOR Solid COMFORT
and finest of food for only $1—adv.
Tuesday at 2 o'clock from Good’s fu98tf
ley
and
three
grandchildren.
1 neral home.
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AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

!

Scorn The Shrimp

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

J COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

But Fishermen Are Making

Study Strange Fish Down

a Mistake, Says Massachu

In Florida

setts Head

The two largest aquaria ever built
ar.d the world's only specially de
signed ur.der-watci motion picture
studio will be opened to the public
in February by Marine Studios at
Marineland Florida, 18 miles south of
St. Augustine and 35 miles north of
Daytona Beach on the new’ Ocean
Shoie Boulevard, where the two
“Oceans in Miniature” are now being
completed.
In these huge aquaria, the average
visitor and the scientist will be able
to observe, photograph and study the
various types of fish and aquatic !
mammals presented just as they are
found in their natural surroundings
under conditions duplicated nowhere
else in the world.
Instead of the usual aquarium
method of displaying each species
of fish in its own small compartment,
Marine Studios will present in each
of its "Oceans in Miniature" a fac
simile reproduction of submarine life
in which each species will play the
same part it does in the ocean.
Marine Studios is a $500,000 enter
prise launched by a group of in
dividuals including Messrs. Cornelius
Vanderbilt Whitney, W. Douglass
Eurden. Nicholas S. Ludington, Sher
man Pratt. Albert G. Redpath, Blake
Lawrence and Ward Cheney all of
New York and Ralph H, Poole, Jr., of
Chicago.
“Our aim" says W. Douglas Burden,
President of Marine Studios and a
trustee of the American Museum of
Natural History, “is to build some
thing which is sound and of lasting
value, of value to the public, value to
the community in which we are lo
cated. and of value to ourselves.
“The dream that Marine Studios
hopes to realize ts to give the spec
tator a dramatic, vivid and fasci
nating cross-section of life in the sea
where the struggle for existence takes
place in even more violent form than
on land. While it is impossible to
foresee how many of the 85.000 dif
ferent* species of aquatic animals
can be brought together In our tanks,
■we will include as many as we can
and we know that we shall have a
number which will be the only mem
bers of their species in captivity.”
The method affording a unique op
portunity to study marine life cen
ters around the construction of the
tanks. One tank is rectangular, 100
feet long. 40 feet wide and 18 feet
deep. The other is circular, 75 feet
in diameter and 11 feet deep. En
closed galleries facing inward upon
more than 200 glass portholes, run
at different levels around the entire
perimeters of the two tanks.
Motion picture technicians, in the
effort to facilitate taking under
water pieties, recommended the
design of the tanks giving the va
rious camera angles necessary to af
ford producers the greatest latitude
in filming scenes.
To capture alive and transport the
larger fish and aquatic mammals, a
special boat, recently christened the
"Porpoise" by Mrs. Fred P. Cone,
wife of Oovernor Cone of Florida,
was built at St. Augustine. In the
stem of the “Porpoise" is a metal
tank that can be lowered through a
trap door into the water. Large
sharks, porpoises, sawfish, giant rays
and other creatures of the sea,
quieted by the injection of a drug
through a hypodermic needle, are
maneuvered into this tank, which is
then pulled back into the hull and
transported to Marineland.
Facilities for accommodating vis
itors at Marineland will include mod
ern cottages bathing accommoda
tions. a dock on the intracoastal
waterway, a restaurant, a gasoline
and auto repair station and ample
parking space.

FRIENDSHIP
A happy surprise was recently given
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton when
their children, grandchildren and
great grandchildren gathered at
their home in honor of Mrs. Wotton's
birthday. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Myron Mank and daughter
Lucille of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
Edmund Wotton and children. Lee
and Joyce of South Thomaston. Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Wotton of Waldo
boro, Mr. and Mrs. William Bramhall.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wotton and
daughter Luree, Principal and Mrs.
Charles Grant and son Lewis, Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Bramhall and children,
Paul and Rosalind, Miss Mabel Wot
ton and Luther Wotton.
Mrs. Olive Orne is recovering from
a dislocated shoulder received in a
fall.
Mr. and Mrs. William Scott of Hart
ford were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Dalton Wotton.
Tlie Pythian Sisters served a din
ner Friday for the school children
and teachers, taking in $16. Florence
Burns. Lois Brown and Annie Doe
were on the committee assisted by a
corps of workers. The most excel
lent chief asks members to call or
send cards to Mrs. Phoebe Buras who
has returned from Portland and is
at home to friends.
Those who have been attending the
Taylor meetings in Rockland have

Barbara Head anil Tom Broun who play the featured romantic roles
in Universal’s mvsterv drama. "The Man Who Cried Wolf”

THURSDAY

North Atlantic fishermen will not I
concern themselves with anything as
diminutive as a shrimp, and that is
a great pity in the opinion of Edward
H Cooley, head of the Massachu
setts Fisheries Association.
"They want to catch big fish."
Cooley said, explaining why yirtual- '
ly nothing lias been done with a po
tential shrimp fishery off the NewEngland coast. "They think shrimp
fishing a sissy occupation—say they
could carry the necessary gear ln
thelr vest pockets.
"Yet. with the supply of lobsters [
limited, the lobsterman's salvation j
probably could be found by combin- !
I ing shrimp fishing with lobstering." |
North Atlantic shrimp were "disI covered" quite dramatically about a
year ago by Dr Johan HJort. Nor
wegian scientist, who came over to
speak during the Harvard tercenten| ary. Dr. Hjort flatly asserted shrimp
in marketable quantities could be
found off the New’ England coast :
Fishing interests asked to be shown i
j and Dr. Hjort tarried long enough to j
catch several hundred pounds of the
delicacy in Maine waters.
The first catch never reached a >
market because Cooley had them j
cocked and they were consumed right
on the fish pier. Those who sampled j
them said they were altogether unlike !
southern shrimp and flavored some
what like prawns or lobster.

‘MERRY-GO-ROUND 1938’

Wendy Barrie and Ray Milland in Universal's drama,
"Wings Over llonolalu"

Seth Parker Program
One of the most interesting and
happy services ever held in the
Church was the “Seth Parker"
AUGHN DE LEATH. radio
broadcasting pioneer, declares
Thanksgiving get-together arranged
that she wa3 air-minded from the
Sunday night by the young people
day of her birth. "My father was a the manager, director and general
under the direction of Miss Mar
manufacturer of windmills," she factotum of the third radio station
jorie Huse. assisted by Mr. and Mrs.
said in a recent interview. Born in in New York City, Station WDT.
She had not forgotten in her vo
Mt. Pulaski, Ill., Miss de Leath
Herman Crockett. The parts of Seth
started early on a career that was cal career that she was also a com
and Mrs. Parker were admirably
to bring her and her creations poser, and over four hundred songs
have come from the pen and brain
taken by Mr and Mrs. Crockett.
around the world.
At thirteen, she bad a song pub of this versatile artist. She is one
Others in the costumes of long ago
lished called “Don’t You Care." At of about ninety women composers
were Mrs. Lottie Beverage. Mrs.
and
authors
who
belong
to
the
fourteen, she began to give con
Herman Cooper and Mrs. Chester
certs. At sixteen, she had been to American. Society of Composers,
the coast and was on her way to Authors and Publishers.
Dyer.
Among her song hits are "Blue
New York with a pocket full of
The program was made up of: Mr.
press clippings and forty dollars in Bonnets.” "Madonna’s Lullaby.”
and Mrs. Seth. Parker conversa
cash. In a little while she had be “Rose-Marie for Remembrance.”
gun making records for phonograph "Dat’s Yo’ Mammy," etc. Miss de
tion and poem; enter Sophia, Ma
Leath also wrote the lyrics to
companies.
tilda and Arabella; enter the pastMiss de Leath has the distinction Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue."
tor with greetings exchanged with
of having been the first woman
Vaughn is an ardent sports
Brother and Sister Parker; junior
broadcaster. In January, 1920. she woman; likes to ride, is considered
met Dr. Lee de Forest, who asked a good shot, makes model airplanes,
choir and other singers; observa
her to sing from his experimental has some inventions to her credit
tions, “Seth Parker;" songs, “We are
station in the World Tower. Vaughn in the patent offlce in Washington,
gathering with the Lord today" and
selected Stephen Foster’s “Old was on the stage in a Belasco pro
Folks At Home,” which she sang duction. starring Lionel Barrymore,
“Old Time Religion " chorus and
Into a primitive “mike." in which called “Laugh, Clown, Laugh.” Her
congregation.
"Rock of Ages;" Scrip
an old phonograph horn was used. favorite dishes are fried chicken, ice
ture and remarks, the pastor; junior
She was heard by people at sea and cream and corn, particularly a rare
a few amateur radio fans. Since specimen known as "Cupid." With
choir "Smile;" quartet. 'Old Folks,”
then she has been on more than all her activities, Miss de Leath
Violin solo. Miss Scales, accom
twenty thousand broadcasts, ap still finds time to answer all her
panist, Marjorie Huse; junior choir,
proximating six billion listeners. fan letters from radio, rifle, music,
She has received more than five mil handcraft and mechanical devotees.
Negro Spiritual "Heab'n;"
Seth
lion fan letters. Miss de Leath was
Versatility becomes Vaughn.
Parker—Song, "Jesus my Neigh
bor;' prayer. Pastor; songs. “Blest
1 Be the Tie" and "Auld Lang Syne;’’
enjoyed the services and the recitals ,
benediction, the pastor.
by Laurie Taylor.
Although the night was stormy the
Granville Brow who has been a pa
church was well filled. On the plat
tient at the State Street Hospital Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
in Portland, will return home this For the benefit of those that do not form was a chorus of 30.
know:—
week.
Mr. Hastings put an item in the
Mrs. Ira Oliver is caring for an
There is no finer way to remember
elderly woman who is in ill health at paper saying that 1 went
your friends than by sending them
Judge
Dwinal
and
paid
$25
and
costs
the George Oliver home in Union.
Christmas cards and tn.ere at? r.o
Mr. and Mr.s. Elwin Cooper of and was put on probation, but I was liner Christmas cards than those
not
ordered
to
pay
$25
and
costs
and
Togus were recent visitors in this
am not on two years probation. In with your name, and monogram too,
vicinity.
Our Personalized
regard to fodder that was a deliberate | if you choose.
Christmas Cards are dignified and
lie.
A. C. Pease
have prestige not obtainable in any
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
140’lt
other form. See our line now. A
NOTICE TO MARINERS
one dollar bill will buy from 16 to 50
Thanksgiving Day service will be
Casco Bay—Diamond Island Pass- cards, depending on the quality and
held at tiie Fiuiiusll Congregational
Churfch Thursday " evetilttg at 7 ) ages—Little Diamond Island Beacon design. Postage 15 cents extra. The
Courier-Gazette — adv.
»
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NORTH HAVEN
Dr Arthur Woodman and Mrs
Sarah Brown returned Saturday
having visited their father. Dr
Daniel Woodman at the Eye and Ear
Infirmary' in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Reardon are
occupying the High School principal's
house.
Mrs. Marion Burgess of Union is
visiting Mrs. Nellie Baird.
Bonnie Quinn has returned from a
hunting trip. No luck!
The Whitmores left Thursday for 1
Florida.
Recent guests of Mrs. Nellie Baird
, and Mrs. Stella Whitmore at the lat
ter's home were Mrs. Marion Burgess
Mrs. Ann Mills. Mrs. Alta Burgess.
Mrs. Katherine Duncan. Mrs. Tryphosia Calderwood. Mrs. Orilla
Sampson Mary Baird. Rose Baird
and Ann Burgess. A New England
boiled dinner was served.
Murray Stone and family have
moved to Camden.
The boys who. with Arthur LawI rence, attended tr.e recent Y.M.C A
Conference in Augusta, returned
home Sunday. Gerald Beverage met
them with his car in Augusta and
took them le Camden from whicti
town they were brought to Pulpit
Harbor by Herman Cooper. The boys
report a wonderful time and delight
ful emertuinment hi some of the
tes homes in the Capital City. It
snowed there all day Saturday but
the four inches of down did not inter
fere with their happy time. They
will report the meetings Sunday night
at 7 o'clock at the Young People's
, hour.

1

1

HORIZONTAL
1-An Austrian coin
6-Distances
11- Lucid
12- Small pastry
13- Fifty-five
15-Highest mountain In
the world
17- Diphthong
18— It is (contr.)
20- lmages
21- Arabian sleeveless
garment
22- One’s entire property
24-Smaller
26- Enlarged a hole
27- Chooses as one's own
28- Egyptian god
29- Prefix. Backward
30- An individual
34-Drizzly (Scot.)
33-Actually existing
(Lat.)
39- Gauzy textile fabric
40- Cover
41- Pairt

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
43- Old English length
measure
44- Low Dutch (abbr.)
45- Right
47-The (Sp.)
48- Leg covering
49- Debts
51-Cultivated, as a
garden
52- Percolated

VERTICAL
1- Hesitate
2- Bone (Lat.)
3- A roe (Scot.)
4- Bid
5- Wanted
6- Girl'» name
7- Elap*ed, as time
8- Aptitude
9- A coin (abbr.)
1O-Cutting implement
14-Holding device

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16- A land measure
(abbr.)
17- Help
19-Marked with an
asterisk
21-To slander
23-Accumulate
25-A fruit-dot (Bot.)
30- A head-rest
31- Girl’s name
32- Mixing of two liquids
through a separat
ing membrane
33- Approached
34- Horses
35- A spoiled billiard
stroke
36- Regulation
37- Howled
42-Treasurer (abbr.)
45- A fish
46- Golf mound 4
48-Pronoun
50-A country of Europe
(abbr.)

(Solution to previous puzzle)

JACK BENNY here pretent* hi* very lateit picture with those of all
his mirth-making company heard on the NBC-Red network Sunday
nights. In the upper corner (1) it Don “Six Delicious Flavors" Wilson.
Next (2) is Jack, himself, surrounded by (3) Kenny Baker, tenor; (4)
Andy Devine, the “gravel-voiced man”; (5) Sam “Schlepperman”
Hearn; (6) Phil Harris, the music man, and (7) Mary Livingstone,
Jack's heckler-in-chief and attractive wife.

CRIEHAVEN
loirlrlc R J>
In a recent terrific gale here the i
jc'ait
McClure fist) dressing shed roof !
was blown off and landed on Sunset
Point.
Mrs. Dorothy Simpson of Portland !
is making a few days' visit at her fori mer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Anderson and
son. Harold, are in Port Clyde for the
winter.
Fred Wilson visited recently with
his parents in Tenant's Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Simpson and
child spent the weekend with Mr. and
Coburn Institute in Waterville and
Mrs. Edward Blom in Ash Point.
Rough weather has interrupted the Mrs. Etta Hall in Augusta.
Fred Simpson is guest of relatives
mail service several times this month
and cut short
the lobstermen's in Bucksport and is keeping an eye
catches, also broken much of the out for a deer.
Ralph Wilson has returned home
i fishermen's gear.
Victor White passed the weekend after two days' stay with his family
: at the home of his sister. Mrs. Alton In Rocgport. Leslie Dean is slowly
recovering
' Raynes in Owl's Head.
Ero Blom visited friends in Jay re- j The first frost and ice of the season
cently and spent Sunday with his arrived Nov. 11 and put a quick end
daughters, Barbara and Norma who to late flower gardens.
are attending school in Turner.
Mrs. H. J. McClure called Satur
Waterproof truck covers and spray
day on Mrs. Becky Whitman. Norma hoods made to order. Old covers
Blom and Barbara Blom in Turner, waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
and on returning, visited "Bud" at land Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
•

SNAPSHOT CUIL
MIRROR PICTURES
TTAVE you ever taken mirror pic
tures; that Is, for example, a
picture of sister or the "girl friend”
standing ln front of a mirror perhaps
"dolling up” a bit or maybe ju«t ad
miring herself?
It ls the unusual that attract* at
tention but lt la necessary to use
your eyes and a little imagination
and ingenuity to ferret out the ex
ceptional and get pictures that show
individuality.
When making mirror pictures and
focusing for reflected images only,
it ls necessary to add the distance
from the mirror to the subject, to the
distance from the mirror to the lens
of the camera and then set the focus
accordingly.
If it is desired to include the sub
ject ln the picture with the reflected
Image the focus should be set for the
distance from the mirror to the lens.
The smaller the lens opening the
greater the depth of fleld and the
sharper will be both Images. Of
course, the nearer the subject ls to
the mirror the less ls required ln the
matter ot “depth”.
Let us suppose that sister Mary
Is two feet and the camera six feet
from the mirror. If you want to in
clude sister, as well as her reflected
image, In the picture, set the focus
at six feet. If you want only the re
flected image in the picture, you set
the focus at eight feet. A photoflash
lamp simplifies your exposure prob
lem and permits a small enough lens
opening to gain a sufficient range of
sharpness.
After locating your subject ln the
finder and setting the focus of your
camera at the proper distance, set
the shutter for “time”, place a
photoflash bulb in an ordinary floor
lamp within reaching distance from
the camera, tilting the shade slightly
upward and toward the subject. If
you cannot tilt the shade, remove it
from the lamp. It is best not to have
any bright lights burning near the
1 ‘cs of the camera. Set your lens
opening according to the table on
the photoflash lamp container. Take
your position at the camera, press
th» cable release to open your shut
ter and Immediately turu on the

J

V

Alice Frost, star of “Big Sister,” and Sally Nelson, vocalist of “Romantic
Rhythm," prove that they can take very good care of themselves, thaqk you,
when it comes to cooking the royal turkey for the holiday season. Just
because they are in New York and living in apartments doesn't mean the,
can't get turkey with all the trimmings—and for themselves, too.

OFF DUTY

Aroused His Ire

Life aboard ship isn't always the routine of cleaning, repairing, and
fire-drills. When the Grace Line’s “Santa Clara" returned recently from
South America with a young puma as part of the cargo, seamen made a

playmate of the over-sized kitten during their time off,

photoflash and then quickly close
the shutter — and the picture has
been taken. Simple, isn't lt? For this

A section for unusual pictures will
brighten the pages of any album.

type of picture a No. 10 photoflash
bulb will furnish enough light
In amateur photography, experi
menting becomes the spice of lift
and you will be surprised at the in
teresting effects you will get in work
ing out “stunt” pictures on gloomy,
rainy days when outdoor activities
are taboo. Results, in some instan
ces, may be rather grotesque but
you will have a lot of inexpensive
amusement and pictures that show
Individuality. Anyone can take the
ordinary run of pictures but it re
quires a little ingenuity to get the
unusual. That it what you should
“shoot” for, a tur the resulting pic
tures will be far more interesting
than ordinary record pictures and
breathe life Itself Into your photo
graph album.
John Van Guilder

I
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Every-Other-Day
UNION

Over The Phone
_____

A

Person-To-Person

'

y

Put TIP TOP TASTE into

The Value Of Milk

Mrs Mary E. Clark has returned

Call from a ten days visit with friends in

Which Has a Most Happy Rockland.
Mrs. Stella Kirkpatrick of New
York is guest of Mrs. Lila Burrill.
The school fair and entertainment
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
if-gj.was
well attended. A comforter was
Hello. Charlotte? . . . Yes
awarded to the music teacher Mrs.
Madeline, dear . . . How am I? I _ .
. .
, , ,, _.
! Sanborn; a duck went to Mrs. Char
Just wish you could see me right this 1 lotte Hawes
minute. But no. I don't either
Mrs. Alice Williams was called to
Not really
Oh, you guessed it; Boston' Friday by the serious illness
I suppose my voice sounds as though of her father.
Mr and Mrs. Pearl Hilton and
I’d been crying, dosn't it? . . . Well,
I have been, Charlotte. I have beeh Mrs. Alice Gordon of Warren called
though I'm surprised you noticed it on friends here the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spear of
for I'm not the type who weeps at
Warren were recent guests of Mr. and
nothing ...
Mrs. Justin Ames.

Ifoux

A Collection of News Items

PIES

Interesting Wide Variety

Of Readers

Sequel

A standard milk ordinance which
embodies all necessary health re
quirements has been drafted by the
United States Public Health Service
and is ln operation in 676 cities.
There are 605.000 Mr. Joneses
operating dairy farms today. Besides
there are 4.000.000 other farms that
keep cows for milk. There are ap
proximately four cows to each farm
in America today, some with more,
others with fewer cows. On fullI time dairy farms there are approxi
mately 12 cows each.
Matter? . . Oh, Bob was on the
^rs T Chapman returned Sunday
Today all forms of milk transporta
outs again this morning. Got out Af*jrom a week s visit with her son
tion give the froht seat to the motor
the wrong side of the bed. I guess, in Bangor.
i truck. Buffalo. Cleveland, St. Louis,
Even your most successful bak
Heaven knows what ails him; I don’t.'! The Methodist Ladies' Aid met
j St.
Paul-Minneapolis,
Columbus.
ing will have a new taate thrill
Oh. everything went wrong. He I™** and Prepared baskets for the
Dayton, Kansas City, Louisville.
for thc family if you add nut
meg. And be sure it’a Slade’s—
tells me now that I can't go to Netf «“* and aged shut-lns'
Richmond, and San Diego receive all
the real East Indian kind. Its
I thelr milk by motor truck, many
York next week, that he can't afford
Mrs 1x518 Mlnk
111 at her home
deep rich dark brown color
it. but I notice he can afford to do Mr and Mrs Oeorge OUver arc car'
| other cities receive almost all thelr
and pungent yet delicate fla
1 milk by truck. Only two important
about everything he wants to do lng for her
vor and odor identify it as
thr finest. Uniform in texture.
Eugene Calderwood recently spent
cities still depend chiefly on trains;
A perfect example is the new V-8
Finely ground. Costs no more.
he's just bought ... he didn't need a few days at Owl s Head wlth hls
Boston, which receives 90 per cent
In convenient sifter-top can
It any more than the flfth wheel of daughter Mrs Albert McPhail.
of Its milk by train, and New York,
with a cover.
The Grandmothers Club was enmBmmMHn Interesting and helpful
I
which receives 63 per cent by train.
a coach, either ...
40-page booklet, "Story
■ ■
• of Spice*.” Send today.
Some time in the future, some ex
What? . . . Oh. yes, dear. I got tertained Friday at the home of
perts predict, trucks may give way
your card and thanks ... It was love-' Mrs. Alice Robbins.
Mrs. Mary Clark visited Friday at
I to trains again as the chief vehicle
ly of you. Charlotte, to think of me
Scfai
I for milk transport as more milk or
on my birthday ... I only wfish I the home of Mrs. Carrie Gleason who
could believe I looked 17 .
oh;' Is confined to the house by lameness
dinances become standardized and
milksheds are widened to include
Charlotte, do you really think so? . . . and poor sight. She is delighted to
milk from any protected area. It ls
Well. It's nice of you to say so, any receive friends.
| possible to deliver fresh milk by re
way . . .
frigerator cars from farms 1,000 miles
VINALHAVEN
No, Bob didn't give me anything
away from a city.
... He didn't even remember. But
The Standard Milk Ordinance of
then I didn't expect him to; most1) A grand masked ball will be given (
j the United States Public Health
men are so selfish, you know . . . Thanksgiving night in Memorial hall
Service recommends that the ther
Oh. no. I'm not crying because men sponsored by the Lions Club,
D. & L. Slode Co.,189 State St., Boston, Mass.
mometer read 143% degrees for the
are so selfish. Dear me. no. I’ve * The Senior Class. Vinalhaven High
39 minutes to insure complete past
known that a long while . . . I guess School from a supper Friday in Union
eurization.
it's your card that came in the noon Church vestry netted a considerable |
SWAN'S ISLAND
Neapolitan milk men drive their
mail that Tm crying over; it seems sum for its treasury.
The Knit-Wits will meet tonight
Mrs. Chase Savage of Portland is cows through the city streets, deso nice to know that one isn't entirely’
and partake of supper at Elizabeth 1 4pend|ng two weeks with her parents, Iiver miIk t0 their waiting customers
forgotten, just a mere memory
directly from the cow's udder into
Now. what in the world is that? Guilford s home.
! Mr. and Mrs W E. Holmes.
. .
Sounds as though someone s
Ralph Clayter has opened a meat
Rcb?kahs held thejr fim card a pitcher. For highly prized cus
tomers who use goat milk in Naples
listening in .
Well. I hope they market in the store on Main street pgny and fQod
prjday n,ght
the milk man leads his goat by a rope
hear a lot! ... Oh. yes. I can under- , recently occupied by Elmer Perkins. Qdd pellows hall.
straight to the consumer's kitchen.
stand how you feel. Charlotte, with
The American Legion met Wed
Mrs. Rilla Joyce is making her win- In Holland and Belgium milk is dethe splendid husband you have, but nesday at The Shoe. Burton Hall of
jou wouldn't be so thankful if you Hope was a visitor and First Select- le|rK?ome J’11* he.r nieCe' MrS VlCie Hvered from dog carts. The Mon
Albee in Rockland.
...Inner plateaus
. .
- ■
golian on the
of- Asia
You man James Smith was guest and gave
were in my shoes, darling
have yet to show me a more selfish ' short remarks on Legion activities, j The Methodist Ladies' Aid held rides his milk supply, dismounts from
man on the face of the earth than Preceding the meeting supper was a cooked food sale recently at the his mare, and milks her into whatever
container Mongolians have.
The
Bcb Rawley ...
! served by H. L. Coombs and Wilbur home of Mis. Cleveland Trask.
Oh. did you see the mink coat in Coombs.
j Mrs. Margaret Trask remains ill. streets of Turkey are crowded with
Purnell s too? . . . Yes. the one with j Mrs Irving Fifleld has returned
A Thanksgiving service was held goats whose masters deliver milk
the—yes. that’s the one . . . Yes, that. from Rockland.
Sunday morning at the Methodist directly from the goat to the con
was something else I wanted and he
Mrs. Keith Carver attended the Vi- ■ and Baptist Churches, where, on the sumer for a copper coin.
Milwaukee consumers buy their
said he couldn't afford. It was the j nalhaven
Reunion
Saturday ln platforms, were many useful gifts for
chiefly from
distributors'
day after that, mind you. that he j Boston. Returning she will spend the needy over which Rev. Mr. milk
got the V-8 Did you ever in youf Thanksgiving with her brother Dr. Ballsy delivered an impressive ser- wagons; four-fifths of the 8.800 fam
ilies studied got all their milk from
llfe see anyone so absolutely defying? Leroy Gross and family in Lewiston, mon and prayer.
Mrs. Carlton Joyce has been receiv- distributors' wagons. Families using
You know I ve just been wonder She will also visit her sister-in-law
ing how !t would strike him if I Miss Ernestine Carver at University . ing med.cal treatment in Rockland, least milk bought thelr milk in stores.
were to pack up my belongings and of Maine.
i Miss Gertrude Wallace of Bath
Mrs. Scott Littlefield was hostess has returned home after spending
go home to mother before he gets
WALDOBORO
several months with her grandfather,
home for lunch this noontime . . . Friday night to the Rainbow Club.
Miss Doris Miller of Lincolnville
School will close Wednesday for John Stanley.
He’d probably miss his old lunch and
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met
the weekend with Miss Corthat's about all. I never in my life the remainder of the week.
The Sunshine committee of Union Thursday at the home of Mrs. Winnie delia Barnard.
saw anything like a man for thinking
Arthur Chute was a Portland visitor
of hls stomach all thc time! . .. Well. Church met Wednesday night and Newman.
Mrs. Nettie Milan and granddaugh- Sunday,
I don’t know, perhaps I am Just made plans for the usual Christmas
talking but I think it would serve work of that department. When the ter, Margo are visiting in Deer Isle
Mrs. B. G.Miller nas oeen guest
him right all the same . . He's so sunshine basket is passed it is re- and Lincolnville before going to of hermother, Mrs. EmmaSpear, in
downright mean to me. Now. you . quested that residents donate
as Kennebunk where they will pass thePortland,
be honest. Charlotte, is there another freely as they can as all proceeds winter with Mr. and Mrs.Lawrence
Mrs. Nellie Overlock has closed her
wife in Meadowville that's abused by , will be used for Christmas time for gnell.
home here and is in Providence with
her husband the way I am by minq? shut-ins.
,
-----------------her daughter. Mrs. Walter Sturrock,
Remember? Of course he won't
Mrs. Etta Morton was hostess Fri- ,
be thankful
where she will pass the winter. Mrs.
remember it's my birthday. Not theday to the Depression Club,
|For The Courter-Oazettel
Lizzie Tuttle, .who |has been her
wav he went off this morning, he
Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins and son Thanksgiving day will soon be here.
guest, has returned to Hope.
I When all should gather once a year
won't . . . and Just because I askoil I Paul are guests of her parents. Mr. At place of worship—at any shrlm
Warren Simmons of Everett. Mass..
And render thanks to the idlvine
him for a check for a mere hundred . and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn,
God of our land, who sends the rain
1 is visitng his mother, Mrs. Cassie
fifty, too .. . Think of how much more
Charles Bradley returned Saturday And sunshine to nourish the growing glmmons
most wives ask for—and they get it! i to New Haven.
The vegetables and fruits, and all wc
Twenty-two members of Meenahga
need
tnd rtnn-t
off
Mrs. Grace M.. Gray ..whose. death
—
And
don t slave
slave their
tneir backs
Dacic.
°
..
To keep in trim our bodies, that we may Grange attended Neighbors Night
d
“
feed
working for it either . . I just know occurred recently, was the daughter
on things that bring Immortal Friday in North Waldoboro.
there's not another woman in this of Oeorge W. and Sadie Marks. A Our souls
bliss—
Mrs. Henry Palmer of Nobleboro.
town that deserves good things as previous report referred erroneous- Without which our way to heaven we re
who has .been passing several weeks
sure to miss.
much as I
j ly to John Marks as the father of the
with her daughter, Mrs. H. P. MaSo thank the Lord for men that grow
Is somebody trying to get this line deceased.
the crops—
sen has returned.
Nourished by the sun's warmth. ar.l the
again? ... I should think they'd know
Mrs. Cera Nash, who was recent
fair rain-drops—
by now that were not anywhere NORTH WASHINGTON For the
trees that grow from which wc guest of her daughter Mrs. Maurice
build
our
homes.
,
,
near through, wouldn't you? . .
And things are made to furnish all the Jenness in Newport, N. H., returned
Linwood CSioate has recently
That's perfectly all right Charlotte—
rooms.
Saturday
Be thankful for the men who labored
moved
to
the
Alberta
Leigher
farm.
they keep it plenty long when I waqt
night and day
Mrs. Lucy Robinson, who has been
it
And then thev don't say any- and with hls ox team, is engaged in To glve us the rBdl0 to Chccr life's
thing important after they get it. . (starting cordwood off the mountain
way;^ by wh)ch we
#t visiting her sister. Mrs. Florence
Shuman has returned to St. George.
The club? . . . Oh, please don't ask ' for Palmer & Lathe.
;
ease and talk
James Cooney of Plandome. N. Y.,
me why I didn't go yesterday. . . | Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones were Wlth c^nt frlen<ls unU1 thc mantel
You should know by now I haven’t business visitors Saturday in Augusta. Remlnds^us that^among the gossips we is visiting Carroll T. Cooney Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ralph are the
a rag to my name. If you think I'm j Roy Clark and son of Thomaston 1 g0 we hang up. sorry the chat could no
parents of a daughter born Thursday,
going to sit across from Eva Brown ' were recent callers here. Mr. Clark, j
longer last.
at Bridge and see her lips curl be- I a former resident of this town, is Be thankful for the men who made the at Mrs. Verna Little's Nursing Home
The Community Garden Club held
cara 40
take to other lands and make
cause I haven't the latest things to ' now an officer at the Maine State I Us on
Journey
a
food sale Monday afternoon in
A
visit
to
some
distant
friends,
on
whom
wear! . . . Especially when my hus- Prison.
we could not call.
Crowell's store.
band earns three times as much ap
Mrs. Charles Crummitt and fam- If we had not cars to use. with chauf
Rev .and Mrs. C. V. Overman have
feurs great and small.
hers does; only Meadowville doesn't ily visited Friday at the home of
been on a trip to Boston.
Be
thankful
for
the
preachers
who
fill
Mrs.
Forest
Chapman
in
Razorville.
know that! . . .
our hearts with hope
Mrs. Celia Gross and Miss Jessie
Maurice Lenfest and two friends Of Immortality, so there ls no need to
I' very sorry Charlotte, if you
Keene are at their homes from
grope
heard me sigh just then. But that's have returned from an unsuccessful
t’iV? m rP:rd ?orham Normai seh°°‘
hou.
all I've been hearing for years: KJ-day deer hunt at Masardis. Deer ln
•• • day.
that
region
are
not
as
plentiful
as
In
he
'
ar
ng
a
t
g?
r
y
a
t0
9tem
the
8torm
and
"Times will be better soon. . . Why;
strife.
I've found it wouldn't matter if Bob usual.
OWL S HEAD
Rawley had all the money in the
Donald Cunningham, his parents;
and Ufe
1
world. He'd still look after himself and W. A Palmer were business visi- I .. . ------w R Waiter.
North Waldoboro.
Mr and Mrs. Margeson and Mr.
first. . . Partly my own fault. I guess.- tors Saturday in Augusta.
and Mr.s. MacFhail have returned
I've done so much for him. . .
The season's flrst snow fall came
from a trip to Boston.
Well, as I said before, you needn't Friday night and the following day
Mrs. M. E. iScammon has resumed
worry about him remembering any deer hunters were out tn full force.
! her position as teacher at Timber Hill
No
deer
have
been
shot,
so
far.
but
W.
People with “go” are always the most
thing. Even If he should, late ln
the day as It ts. I just know I wouldn't A. Palmer recently saw in this vi popular. Yet the secret of abounding School after a long illness.
energy
is often merely a matter of
Janice Wotton who was a hospital
accept it. . . YouH remember Char cinity a cow moose with two calves keeping regular. For tiredness, head
lotte. I always said I'd rather get a by her side.
aches, sleeplessness, loss of appetite, patient recently, has returned home
Mr. and Mrs. George Sprague are
mental depression can all be caused by
card or a handkerchief than a large
in Lee.
gift anyway. . . The complete thing sneaked upstairs with a big box under constipation.
Truly, proper elimination is all-im
Arthur Bain and Miss Isabelle
to me is the thought of It all—it's the his arm; it was a box from Purnell's, portant to your well-being. So if more , _ Mrs.
.
,
than one day jjoesby
Baln went Friday to New Bedford,
principle of the thing. . .
_ Jes by without it, assist
too. I'm sure of it. . .
Charlotte, dear, you'll have to hold
Oh. Charlotte. Isn't he just the Nature. Use Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tab Mass.
lets. This laxative is extremely mild.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert MacPhail at
the line Just a moment. I think I darlingest thing you ever saw? . . . And Olive Tablets are marvelously
just heard someone at the door and I'll wear it over and show it to you effective because they stimulate the tended the reception to the Grand
it's locked. . . Just a minute. . . .
this afternoon—I have to go now; liver's secretion of bile without the Master of the Grand Lodge of Maine
Hello. Charlotte? ... It was Bob . . the meat is burning up! . . . Goodbye, discomfort of drastic, irritating drugs. I.OOF, Saturday in Auburn.
Let Olive Tablets help safeguard
Winfield Maddocks has returned
Yes. and guess what? You'd never dear.
your welfare and pep. 15*4, 30f and 60f
from a trip to Boston.
guess in a hundred, years' He just
By Charles Emery.
at all druggists, everywhere.

Pep Up! Be Popular!

I

Yardstick
j Half a century may b? required to
! correct mistalgcs in woodlot manage

ment, says A. D. Nutting, the Uni
versity of Maine's extension forester.
Mr Nutting states that wood pro1 ducts are the second largest source
of farm income In Maine, surpassed
only by potatoes.
He believes that too many farmers
measure their woodlots in terms of
the number of acres, when yearly
growth and cash returns are a better
yardstick. A small, well-managed t
woodlot can be made to pay a very 'I

SALADA TEA excels in flavor —
in aroma — in color — in every test

of fine quality. Start with the best
to make the best—buy

SALADA’
TEA

New England’s favorite for nearly half-a-century
421

A Maritime Museum

stickney corner

Callers Monday on Mrs. R. J. Sar
“Six of One and Five and Islesboro Folks To Use An gent were Mr. and Mrs. Harold Car
Abandoned Lighthouse For penter of Syracuse. N. Y., and Mrs.
One-Half of the Other” on

That Purpose

the Cascade Alleys

1

—

Yearly Growth and Cash m
Returns Form the Best ’J

It takes fine tea to make fine tea.

A Half Pint Score

I

Care Of Wood Lots

Start Your Tea-making
With Fine Tea

1/out CAKES

Slade’s
Nutmeg

Page Five

Charles Finn.

satisfactory income compared with
fleld crops.
Mr Nutting warns woodlot owners
against the practice of stripping
woodland of all merchantable timber,
now that the market for wood pro
ducts has improved. Tilts often re
sults ln wasteland that must be car
ried for several years by the cwner,
with taxes to pay and no possible in
come from the land.
Payments under the agriculture
conservation program ir.ay be made
for weeding, pruning, and thinning
farm woodlots under specified con
ditions. Many men car. qualify for
these payments by doing a little extra
ax work while they are cutting wood
this winter. Mr Nutting declares,
j Maine white pine stands are often
low grade, and proper thinning and
pruning can add much to their value.
Large areas of farm land in south
western Maine are adapted to grow
ing white pine, and the future of
many farms in that area depends
largely on returns irom white pine.
"We have lost many of our wood
industries in Maine because other
areas had better quality products."
Mr. Nutting says, "and the farmers
of the state can help to hold many of
our present industries and add others
by cooperating in a program to Im
prove the quality of Maine woodlots.”

Thel. Day who remains in ill
Sponsored by a group of local folk
They didn't know whether to lay It
health, is being cared for by Mrs.
End summer residents, a plan ls being
Mary Ripley.
to the lobster supper or to Gene Kali,
worked out to make the old light
but the Skippers were looking for house at Grindle's Point, Islesboro.
U. S. Wlncapaw made a visit here
something to taka the blame for the into a maritime museum, a memo Saturday.
spanking the Ganders gave them at rial to the seafaring men of Isles
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Sargent visited
the Cascade Alleys last Wednesday boro. When the building was aban Friday with friends in Union. South
doned as a light station several years Hope and Thomaston.
night. This one made two in a row.
ago the town bought the property and
and the Skippers were none too cheer the plan to make it into a lasting , Mr. and Mrs. John Storer were
ful about lt. Whereas everybody, in tribute to these men of Islesboro who business callers Friday in Waldoboro.
cluding the substitutes, turned out | went down to the sea in ships has ' Mr. and Mrs. Everett Storer wre
for the supper at Link Sanborn's camo been promoted by the daughter of guests Sunday of Mr. Storer's par
down on Indian Creek, it was deemeJ ! one of these men, one who did much ents.
to build Islesboro's shipping indus-1 Robert Grierson and family were
necessary to organize as six men
try.
teams, but some unkind Brutus, after Some work has already been done ■ in Rockland last Saturday on busi
ness.
locking over the score turned in by toward carrying out this plan, such
Gene Hall, remarked that there were as refinishing and decorating several !
FLORIDA
only five men and a halt on the Skip rooms, and it is hoped that by next
summer it will be possible to open
pers' team.
the place to visitors. The lighthouse
After taking the first string the
is on tlie property on which the
Sk'ppers figured they were going
islesboro terminal of the ferry ply
pretty good, but the Oanders tight
ing between the island and the main
Convenient to all points of Intermt—Modern In every way.
ened thelr belts, figuratively speak
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
land is located, and should .prove an
ing. for the Lord knows they werc
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private ballmuea
already near the snapping point, and 1 attracticn to tourists visiting Islesborc.
won the next two. leading the SkipEverybody having things nautical.'
men at the end by the comfortable I
June to
Booklet
or symbolic of the strenuous works
October
margin of 45 pins. Skipper "Skip"
on
Islesboro riiarlners did to wrest a livArey labored valiantly and brought
Application
Hotel
lihood from the sea, are invited to
Masclynn
forth the biggest single and total for
give to the collection to be housed
Slamioro
the evening but the half pint score of
Corner Second Street
Del. Co.
within the historic walls. Already
H. H. Maoo
Companion Hall was too big a handi
N. Y.
and Flret Avenwe
Manager
some articles have been given, or
cap.
loaned, and more have been prom-,
Moderate Rates
Captain "Frankie" Grimes had to
sed. One ship model is already in
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
yield to Brer Peterson in the matter
stalled, made by Alpheus Pendleton,
of cigars and the last seen of Pete he
one of the few surviving mariners of
was tieing his cigars up with a stout
the town. It is proposed to devote
string and slinging them over his
one of the larger rooms to a display
back, so they could be carried easily
of models, pictures of well-known
In the last string “Uncle" Harry
ships nautical books and old ship
Young made a brave finish and if he
papers. The big kitchen will be
had been able to get some support
made into a waiting room with an
from his faltering mates, might have
information bureau, with furnishings
pulled the game off the rocks.
to suggest the galley of a sailing ship.!
The old Goose, for once failed to
One room is to 'be dedicated to
lead hls flock home, being nosed out
wives and mothers of mariners, with
by a couple of pins by young Shields,
articles of furniture of the period
but that probably could be blamed,
when the men folks of these women
Avoid the Last Minute Shopping Rush!
onto the lobsters. The boys all said
were on the deep.
it was a flne supper, especially the ,
We Are Headquarters For Personalized
Upstairs room will be arranged to
dessert. “P M." Drew had been i
' suggest quarters on a sailing ship,
placed in charge of collecting the
edibles, and everything was going lhe “ship's walk." the long passage
along famously till it came time for way leading from the main building
io lhe light tower will be lined with
the sweets, when the P. M. suddenly
mounted specimens from the sea and
Assorted or All One Design
awoke to the fact that they were not
l.ghted by rfhip lanterns. At the!
on the table. Neither were they in
Your Name Printed On Cards
tower top. reached by a spiral stair. I
the camp. In fact they were down at
there will be a guest book where all
the baker's where they had been
Plain Envelopes To Match
ordered and cooked, but not called who call may register.
Mrs. Emma Davies of Belfast,
The finest and most artistic selection of Christmas Greeting
for. So they ate some crackers and
Cards awaits your call—and at the most reasonable pric es—
daughter of one of Islesboro's sea
called it good.
'captains, has promised a large flag
Walter Mills, the Poet of Pogus
for the grounds. It is proposed to
50 for $1.00 — 25 for $1.00
Point, felt so good after the win for
his side that he retired to the sanc have a bronze tablet set on thc tower
21 for $1.00 - 16 for $1.00
tuary of the wilds of Dogtown and marking it as a memorial “our sea
faring men."
composed the following ode to vic
Postage 15 Cents Extra
tory:

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

NOW IS THE TIME!

CHRISTMAS CARDS

TENANTS HARBOR

The Gander
Got hls dander
Up. and said I've had enough
Of pander
And of slander.
And these salty Skipper's gulf.
So he hissed
As he kissed
The ten pins from the alley.
And "let cr strip”
Right at the Skip
And nipped a little rally.

Oh. he raved
And he slaved.
Hitched hls wagon to a star.
On the htp
Caught the Skip
Fiom him. whaled the living tar.

The score:
Ganders

99
95
86
97
91
77

289
258
24?
282
263
234

479 535 545
Skippers
Skip Arey .. ............ 116 90 93
80 87 83
Drew
......
Peterson ... ............ 82 88 76
Erickson .... ............ 70 91 81
Young ...... ............ 79 86 105
•Hall ........
66 72 70

1559

Goose Arey
Sanborn ....
Grimes
Shields ....
Mills ........
Littlefield

...........
...........
...........
...........
............
............

93
79
77
79
79
72

88
84
79
106
93
85

298
260
246
242
270
2C3

492 514 .508 1514
To be continued.

Mrs. John Reid who suffered two
fractured lib? as result of a fall on
her doorstep, is able to be out of bed.
Thc Rebekah Sewing Circls met
Monday n.ght with Mrs. Henry Al
len.
Mrs. Mattie Barter of Rockland is
guest of Mrs. Allen Conary.
The American Legion met at Odd
Fellows hall Thursday night and
was furnished a supper by Puritan
Rebekah Lodge.
Mrs. Etta Hart of Portland sus
tained a .sudden 111 turn recently and
if confined to her bed.
Fred Watts is on a hunting trip.
The quarry at Wi'lardham has
closed for the winter.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge will not
meet this week, as Thursday is a
holiday.
Mrs. E. E. Allen had as guest
Thursday. Mrs. Mattle Barter of
Rockland.
John Reid has been ill with grippe.
Frank Barter has entered the Vet
erans Hospital at Togus for treat
ment.
Capt Orris Holbrook's boat went
ashore in tlie recent storm but sutiered no damage.

Don't fail to see our line of genuine Steel Engraved Greet
ing Cards with the Personalized Appeal.
Our big new
Christmas Card Book ls open for your selection. You'll be
amazed at thc apparently costly cards available in our line
—at prlc« so low.

THE COURIER GAZETTE
ROCKLAND. MAINE

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
RATCJl

Fogh '2»PeJ»
OniWvtauw**
ML «OOM| WITH IATB
w«Uy MM

to Your hotel in BOSTON

5OORoonu
RADIO
SERVIDOR

TUB‘♦.SHOWER
MANGER

•’ NORTH STATION
’< JTtR-/r«»y«c TRAIN-ROOM*

|

g
■
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sunday with his sister Mrs. George
W. Ludwig.
Bernard Brow of Friendship ac
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Robert
H Libby and daughter Nancy,
I called Sunday on Granville T Brow
i who is a patient at State Street Hos| pital. Portland.
Mrs. Walter E. Bowe went Sunday
, to Belmont. Mass., where she will
, spend several days.
THOMASTON
Miss Anna Severance and Murray
Eaton of West Buxton were guests
Woodrow Wilson, second mate of
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas B.
the S. S. Colcradian. arrived Sun
Vinal.
day from Baltimore, to visit his
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Henry, who
mother. Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson and
have
been visiting Mrs. Henry's
sister Miss Harriet Wilson.
mother, Mrs. Joh * McCoy, for sever*,
Th? Woman's Auxiliary of St.
days, returned Sunday tc Winches
John s church meets at the rectory
ter. Mass., accompanied by Mrs. Me
j
tonight at 7.30 o'clock to make plans
Coy, who will be their guest for a
for the annual Christmas fair to be
week.
held Dec. 8 in the parish hall.
.
Mrs. Vernon Achorn entertained
Grace Chapter. O.ES., will as
semble in Masonic hall Wednesday at at bridge Saturday afternoon, her ,
7.30 o'clock. There will be a re guests being Mrs. Enoch M Clark.
hearsal in preparation for the an Mrs. Charles Smith and Mrs. Alonzo
J. Spalding.
nual inspection Dec. 8.
A combined meeting of the Fed Mrs. Carrie Northrup, who has
erated Epworth League and the been visting at her old home in Saco,
Young People's Society of the Chris for a week, returned Saturday to
tian Endeavor of the Baptist Church I Mrs. Walter E. Bowe's.
was held Sunday night in the Meth 1 Oliver Hahn is on a two weeks' va
odist vestry. There were 48 in at cation from his duties at the Camden
tendance. The devotions were led by & Rockland Water Co.
Miss Barbaia Elliot of Providence
Miss Olive Leach, asaisted by Misses
Margarie Woodcock. Sally Gray and spent the weekend with her parents
Ruth Miller. “Thanksgiving" was Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot.
Mr. and Mrs, Chester A. Vose. who
the subject for discussion which was
visited friends in Newark. N. J., and
led by Mrs. Harold F. Dana.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel L. Keyes and New York city the past ten days, re
soy Raymond of Bucksport were turned home Saturday.
Mrs. Charles E. Shorey was hostess
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
to the Contract Club Friday after
Aaron A. Clark.
Fred S Kenniston of Union spent noon. At the three tables honors fell

Thanksgiving Foods at money s.»* „ ► cus that
make it worth while to shop now for your holiday
needs

A.&P Stores will remain open until 8 o’clock Tues. eve & 9 30 Wed eve

Thanksgiving needs for your Table!
-

.

None Such

Every-Other-Day
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MINCE
meat

10c Walnut Meats

pkg

3 can 21c

CRANBERRY

Sauce ocean spray 2 cans 23c Marvin Currants 2 pkgs 25c
Seeded Raisins
2 pkgs 19c Plain Olives
3j*rZ 15c

Seedless Raisins 3
_
.
PITTED
Dromedary dates 2
_
.
MINCE
Queen Ann meat 3
v ,
BEVERAGES «
■ UkOn contents only •>
Walnuts
Mixed Nuts

25c Stuffed Olives
jar 23c
2 LB
23c Whipples
meat
JAR 29C
25c Chocolates Guarantee BOX 39c
• ,
Beverage*
DOZEN
Z^C Yukon cont* only 12 OZ BOTS 5“C
_
*
Dromedary—Citron
3 OZ
25c rOGIS Lemon and Orange PKG VC
23c Peanut Brittle
lb 15c

PKGS
PKGS

PKGS
LGE.
BOTS
lg

lb

and UTiasdablsA
CELERY
CRANBERRIES
fresh
HUBBARD SQUASH
natve
EMPEROR CRAPES
MadNTOSH APPLES
| STAYMAN APPLES

2

BCHS

25c

2

LBS 29c

4
3

LBS

10<

lbs

21c

5

EBS

25c

7

LBS

25c

j

mote JkmikAqwinq Tls&dA!
23c A&P Squash

Crisco

*CAN

Crises
Sugar Confectioners 3
Brcwn Sugar
3

3can 65c

POULTRY
SEASONING

Bell's

9c
10c
21c
10c
tv
37c

PKG
NO. 2', .

20c A&P Pumpkin
CAN
pkgs 20c Marshmallow Fluff
can
N. B. C. Common Crackers lb 17c Iona Tomato Juice can
Kennedy Common
10
.
N. oB. r
C.
crackers
pkg 19c Cider
GALLON
PKGS

N.B.C. Ass t Cookies pkg 31c Sparkle E»«SpVcoMen 4 pkgs 17c
Jelly and Raspberry 2 JARS 25c Salad Dressing page 8jarZ 13c

i
to Mrs. William T. Flint, Mrs. Harold ; The banquet was served by the Re
F. Dana and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot.! bekahs and places were laid for about
The next meeting will be held Fri- j 4C.
day at 2 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Tlie lirst speaker of the evening
Evelyn Robinson in Warren.
was Department Vice Commander
Miss Ethel Upham of this town and Leslie B. Dyer, of Vinalhaven. whose
Miss Edna Rcbinson of Oyster River talk was on the principles of the
returned home Saturday after a Legion, child welfare, and the objects
week's trip to Washington. D. C.
of the national work of the Legion
Oscar Oould. who has been visit Walter Burgess of Union, department
ing Mr. and Mrs Luther A. Clark for executive committeeman, spoke brief
a week, returned Sunday to East Bel ly. Another interesting feature was
fast.
a talk on "China" by Mrs. F. L. S
Mrs. Arthur Johnson of Buckfield Morse, of Thomaston, who also ex
is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. hibited articles which site collected
Albert Robinson called by the se during her stay in that country. This
rious illness and death of her father. successful meeting was attended by
Mrs. John Hewett, who visited in delegations from Rockland. Thom
Rumford and Portland for two weeks, aston. Vinalhaven and Union.
returned home Friday accompanied
« • • •
by Mrs. Mart- Marden and Miss Olga
Spear-Coleman
Nelson of Portland who remained for
The marriage of Miss Ada Fran
the weekend.
ces fcoleman. daughter of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William Cullen returned Monday to Lewiston after Mrs. Dawson Brewer, of this town,
spending the weekend with his sister. and Hilliard Robinson Spear, of War- i
Miss Mary B. Cullen.
ren. took place Saturday at the Con
Mrs. Dawson Brewer went to ■ gregational parsonage, in Warren,
Stockton Springs Saturday to visit
her father. Levi S. Griffin Mr Brewer with Rev. Horace I. Holt perform
motoring there to take her and re ing the single ring ceremony.
turning home Sunday.
The bride was attired ln a gown of
Mrs. Flora Ames of Vinalhaven is mulberry faille with matching acces
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. sories and wore a corsage of gar
Hanley.
denias. Her only attendant, Mrs
Miss Lena Shorey of Portland spent Ralph F. Dudley of Rockland, served
the weekend with her parents. Mr as matron of honor, wearing a dre.-.and Mrs. Charles E. Shorey. She of black silk, and a corsage of lilies
w-as accompanied by Mrs. Carl S of the valley.
Emery and daughter Miss Charlena.
The groom had Ralph F. Dudley as
also of Portland who were guests of best man. Immediately following the
Mr. and Mrs. Earl F Woodcock.
ceremony the newlyweds left on a
Williams-Brasier Post Auxiliary wedding trip to Boston and New York,
met Friday night. In connection and upon the!: return will make
with Christmas work, the members their heme in Warren.
would appreciate the donation of j Mrs. Spear is a graduate of Thom
discarded toys. Anyone having toys] aston High School and Rockland
to contribute will render assistance Commercial college and is now em
by leaving them at the home of any ‘ ployed by the Thurston Oil Company,
Legion Auxiliary member.
in Rockland, where she has held that
Mrs. Stanley H. MacGowan re position for several years.
cently entertained at a coffee to
Mr. Spear Is tne eldest son of
compliment Mrs. John H. Welch, her Forrest E. Spear cf Warren. He is
other guests being Mrs. Frank Grant. a graduate of Warren High School
Mrs. Ronald LaChance. Mrs. Elmer and attended the University cf Maine
S. Ingalls Mrs. Theodore Rowell. and is employed as assistant post
Mrs. Irving Thompson. Mrs. Edgar master at the Warren Postoffic.
Cobb and Mrs. Weston Young.
• • • •
Mrs. T. W Pease of Bath is guest of
Studious Readers .Assemble
Mrs. Fannie Brown for several days
The Half Hour Reading Club held
while preparing to occupy the up
a
delightful meeting Friday night at
stairs apartment in Mrs. Arthur H.
Pillsbury's residence, on Green street. 'he home cf Mrs. Donald P. George.
The Federated Circle will meet this This was the annual meeting and 48
! afternoon at the home of Mrs. Bow were present. Officers elected were:
doin L. Grafton, instead of Mrs. J. Miss Mary E. MacPhail, president;
Russell Davis, as previously an- Mrs. Frank D. Elliot, secretary-treas
urer; and Mrs. Donald P. George.
j nounced.
William T. Smith and son William Mrs. Eliza L. Carlton and Mrs. J.
I T. Smith, Jr., made a business trip Edward Elliot, book committee.
Miss Rita C. Smith wa-9the speaker
Saturday to Augusta.
A public card party will be held at of the evening and delighted her
the home of Mrs. Arthur E. Mc hearers with her account of a day
Donald Dec. 1 for the benefit of the in the life of "Louis XIV and His
Nursing Association. Playing will Court'' in the year 1700. Being deep
begin at 7.30 o'clock and there will ly versed in the history' of France
be tables for contract and auction she brought the times and charac
I bridge, and anagrams. Everyone is ters vividly before her audience. At
! invited to attend and reservations the close Payson George presented
may be made by either calling Mrs. her with a Colonial bouquet in be
half of the Club.
McDonald or Miss Rita C. Smith.
Refreshments were served and Mrs.
Miss Charlotte Welch, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Welch, and Miss Edward B. Newcombe and Miss Eliza
I Marilyn Miller, daughter of Mr. beth Washburn poured. The record
I and Mrs. Herbert C. Miller, both to date is 91 books of non-fiction
sophomores have been awarded hon- oought for the Library during the
, orable mention prizes of Si each in past eight years at a cost of $201.47
the Essay Contest sponsored by the with a balance in the treasury to be
Women's Republican Club of Maine. expended soon by the new book comThe subject upon which they wrote
was “Civics."

Legion Get-Together
Williams-Brasier Post, A. L. was
host to thc Knox County Legion
Council at a get-together held Friday
in Odd Fellows hall. Tenant's Harbor.

Qihsoi ^ood tdalucs!
l"o“ 22c

OXYOOL

l.20c

red circle coffee
CAMAY SOAP
CHIPSO
■
A El
ID
IONa FLOUR

3

PACKER S LABEL

KETCHUP

MICHICAN PEA BEANS BULK 13 5®
1 LB CELLOPHANE BAG Sc
RICE
3 LBS 17c
PRUNES
SUNNYFIELD P>FLOURKE 3 PKGS 17c
EVAP. MILK

WHITEHOUSE

4

CANS

27c

LOOKfLOO,

/y Z?

vilhii

•

WANTED

j

page

2

jars

25c Salad Dressing 8

oz jar

13c.

FOR SALE

CAPABLE housekeeper wanted for phy
sician's home
References required.
Write BOX 240, Waldoboro.
138-140
EXPERIENCED efficient woman wants
permanent position
ln stenographic
work; highly skilled ln shorthand and
typing 40 MECHANIC ST., Tel 1059-W.
__________________ _____ _________ 138*140
SHORT haired cat wanted, tiger pre
ferred. male
Affectionate and good
mouser. PHONE 259-R
140*lt
POULTRY wantad. top prices paid. I.
POUST. 91 No. Main St., Tel. 41-J
_________________________________ 139*144
MAN WANTED TO ACT as direct rep
resentative for reliable Nursery firm.
All fruit trees, roses, etc., completely
guaranteed Investment or experience
unnecessary. Pay weekly CONNECTI
CUT VALLEY NURSERIES. Manchester.
Conn.
140*1?
WANTED, names Men under 26 who are
willing to work for $75 00 a month while
training to become aviators or ground
mechanics. One year's training given
by U. 8. Air Corps. Cost absolutely
nothing
FLYING
INTELLIGENCE
SERVICE. Box 522, Milwaukee. Wis

! MISCELLANEOUS ♦
*.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. *

READ THE ADS

QweTncneq

Rite-Best

Printed Stationery

•RETAIL
VALUE
r
*■>•

sented her with a gift.
Thirteen Chapters were represent
ed, Ivy, Seaside, Golden Rod, Grace,
Alcyone, Dawn of Hope. Anchor.
Mcnvidansis, Iona. Naomi. Beach.
Lincoln and the hostess Chapter.
Rosewood, to which a special invi
tation had been extended was not
represented due to tlie storm.

AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
White Vellum
Square flap envelopes and folded
sheets
50 envelopes 4x554
60 sheets 4%«7%
$1.35 postpaid

FURNISHED apartment to let,
room-, bath MRS W S. KENNIS
176 So Main St.. Tel. 874-W.
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trlnll
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, c
Main & Park Sts.
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated
ment to let at 15 Summer St.
FROST. Tel 318-W

An

Ad.

Columns

In

Will

Anything

WEEKLY CONTESTS

These

Sell

From

a

Needle to an Anchor.
HERE'S HOW TO ENTER

INSTANT CUBE RELEASE
TRAY for 1933 TO 1936 Models

50
CHESTS

TABLE

SILVER

R. WALLACE & SONS
50 Pieces—Heavy Silver Plate

250

Every ice tray is the new
QUICKUBE Tray with Instant
Cube-Release—all-metal for fast
freezing. Instantly releases ice
cubes—two or a trayful—as you
need them. No mr ting under a
faucet. Yields 20'! more ice by
ending this waste. ONLY Frigidaire has it!

MANNING-BOWMAN

ELECTRIC
WAFFLE

IRONS

What Do You Want
Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes only
PATRICIAN
White Laid
Black, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
60 folded sheets 454x7%
40 envelopes 4x554

OR

24 Hour Service On All Makes of
Electric Refrigerators
ALBERT (MAC) MacPIIAIL
Service Man

GRAYTONE TWEED
Yell tun
60 folded sheets 454x754
40 envelopes 4x554

New Door Seals Installed At Very
Moderate Cost

60 flat sheets 654x1054
40 envelopes 4x654
$1.15 postpaid

PARKER E. WORREY
TEL. 26-W
65 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

to Sell ?

60 flat sheets 654x1054
40 envelopes 4x654
$1.15 postpaid

OR

ANYBODY CAN WIN I ASK YOUR AAP MANAGER FOR DETAILS.

Crape Jelly

; LOST AND FOUND ;
^‘•■'•'‘•■'•‘'•‘■•**(**'e******a***K

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines Ave cents each for one time
BROWN male Pomeranian lost Mon
10 cents for three times. Six small words day, answers to name of "Laddie.” Re
to a line.
ward, TEL. 1028-W. 148 Broadway.
140-142

WORTH of PRIZES
4. Fill in your name, your address,
and the address of your A&P store.
You may send at many entries as
you like, provided an Ann Page la
bel (or hand-drawn facsimile) is at
tached to each entry. You may use
a separate sheet of paper instead of
this entry blank, if you wish. Prizes
will be awarded to the 30(1 contest
ants whose 20-word sentences are
best in the opinion of the judges
and who fulfill the above require
ments. •Duplicate awards in case of
ties. Contest not open to members
of A&P, their advertising agency or
their families. All entries become
property of A&P.

c

Lynton Lane of Lewiston was a re- |
cent visitor at the home of his par
ents Capt. and Mrs. George W. Lane.
The Fire Department was called to
the home of Joseph Marshall, Russell
avenue. Monday at 8.45 a.m ., to ex
tinguish a slight chimney fire.
Byron Rider arrives home today
from Burdett's College for the holi
day recess.
At no expense to the town 21 men
from this community are employed
on the winter sports project. This is
made possible through the generosity
of Mrs. Mary Louise Bok.
The honor roll for me second rank
ing period at High School as an
nounced show Blanche Collins. Carroll Richards. Carolyn Andrews and
Dorothy Keller as receiving all A's;
and Elizabeth Lane, Arlene Tomin
ski and Ethel Hall receiving 3 As.
Other honor students are Lillian
Whitmore, Frederick Quimby, Dor
othy Kimball, Phyllis Crockett. Alma
Annis. Helen O'Jala, Marion Taylor,
Jennie Turner and Bernard Andrews.
Maurice Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Miller, who ls employed
at the Curtis Undertaking Parlors
in Newport, Vt., was tendered a sur
prise party by the choir of the New
port Methodist Church of which he
is a member. The event was in honor
of his 21st birthday and was held at
the home of a co-worker. Mr. Ken
dall. Mr. Miller received a beauti
fully decorated and lighted birthday
cake bearing his initials.
Arthur K. Walker, chairman of
Board of Selectmen, states that there
is urgent need of bedding new or sec
ond-hand and also clothing, to take
care of the needy as cold weather ap
proaches. The bedding especially
desired at once.
Miss Lula Payson, who spent the
summer at the Payson homestead is
in Florida for the winter.
• • • •

In Everybody’s Column

TO LET

.

1. In 20 words or less, finish the sen
tence in the entry blank.
2. Name any 8 other Ann Page
foods.
3. Attach to your entry a label or
package top (or hand-drawn fac*
simile) from any Ann Page food.

-..It SlUrt*

ROCKPORT

SPOOL BED for sale; also bureaus,
chairs, dishes, sewing machine, dining
set. book case, books, old fashioned bass
viol, trunks. 2 pr. crutches; house with
modern Improvements; barn, 7 acres of
land 32 OLIVER ST.____________ 140-142
MALE INSTRUCTION. Men to take up
Air Conditioning and Electric Refrig
eration and better themselves. Must
be mechanically inclined, willing to train
ln spare time to qualify Write UTILI
TIES INST , care The Courier-Gazette
140*142
USED FURNITURE for sale. 3-piece
parlor set. bqdroom set; piano; all in
good condition. 45 MAIN ST , Tel. 25
14O*lt
GREEN Hard Mountain wood for sale.
$7.50 Junks; $8 fitted; $1 ft. del. HAS
Albert II. Robinson
KELL BROS 45 So Main St., Tel. 25
140*142
____________________
Funeral services for Albert H Rob
BULL DOGS for sale; two pretty
inson, 65. whose death occurred yes
dark
puppies. white markings; six
week? old. aho grown male. dark. MRS.
terday afternoon at his Wadsworth
. ROSE HUPPER. Tenant's Harbor. Tel.
street residence will be held Thurs
( 4-3.______________________________ 139-141
day at 2 o'clock from the home. Rev.
COAL. wood, coke for sale; delivered
anywhere140*
lnltKnox County. J. B. PAUL
Hubert F. Leach officiating.
SEN.
Tel. Thomaston 62
124*144
PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven
Mr. Robinson had lived in this
1935 DODGE *a ton pick-up for sale.
Convalescent Home. 105 Limerock St.
Tel. 1293
EVA AM ES.
140*142 | low miieaue. excellent condition. LEON
community 15 years, following his oc
139*141
SUPLRFEX stove wanted, pot type A. LUDWIG. Newcastle
cupation of gardener. He was also
burner. 11 8TATE ST
140*142
NEW milch Jersey cow for sale BERT
engaged in the real estate business.
OLD DOLLS wanted. Write what you COLLAMORE. New County Road 140*142
Deceased was born in Cushing, son
have. Old glass, goblets, any pattern,
LYNN range burner, deluxe, also cir
and wine glasses, also o<d Iron mechani
of William H. and Mary (Upham)
cal banks
Wlll buy old flax wheels culating heater for quick sale—bar
Robinson.
and sea chests Write COLLECTOR Box gains. A. L. ROKES, Tel. 880. City
635. Rockland. Me
136-141
139*141
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. Nettie
PAIR black horses for sale, weight
iHunt) Robinson; a daughter Mrs.
about 1200 pounds, clever and good work
ers. Reasonable price. LEON A LUDArthur Johnson of Buckfield; four
WIO. Newcastle
139*141
sisters. Mrs. Ralph L. Smith, Miss
1937 DODGE 4-door Touring Sedan for
sale, low mileage, perfect condition.
Margaret Robinson of Rockland. Mrs.
LEON A LUDWIG. Newcastle.
139*141
Lottie Romero of Bangor and Mrs
SEVENTEEN-GUNS for sale or traded
PIGS KILLED good work, prompt serv
Grace Butler of Belmont Mass., and
ice. MASON JOHNSON. Tfl. 138
139-141 also watches
GEORGE K. JAMESON.
139*141
YARNS for Rugs and Hand Knitting RED. Rjckl.nid.
two brothers. Hollis Robinson of Newat bargains. Samples and kitting dl- : STRAW for sale MABEL O. ORINYork and Frank of Rockland.
rectlons free. H A. BARTLETT. Har- NELL. Union,
139*141
meny, Me,________
129-140
FIVE BUILDINGS for sale, also gro
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to cery wagon, horse sled, churn, separator,
AT LINCOLN ACADEMY
let for the season. Phone us. Rockiand cottage lot. three Buckeye brooders.
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
MRS ELLA CLINE, Spruce Head. Tel.
__________________________________ 131-tf 58-21.____________________________ 138*140
First Term Honors Have Been An
ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS. 70
SIXTY R. I. Red pullets for sale, wlll
nounced By Principal Clunie
Park St. Radiators repaired, recored and trade for stock; also 0x24 double roll
SIDNEY HUMES. Washington
cleaned New and used radiators Work planer
guaranteed
We also buy used radia Me , Tel 6-5._____________________ 138*140
The first term honors at Lincoln
tors In any condition._____
140*142
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale. TEL.
Academy have been announced by
Harbor Light Inspection
135-tf
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano 101-M.
accordion
lessons
at
your
home.
il.
Principal Robert Clunie Jr.;
STOVES lor sale, enamel, electric.
Fifty-three
visitors,
including C A LUNDELL. Friendship
131-tf Franklin for wood or coal; also coffee
First honors; Seniors. Martha C.
members of Ivy Chapter of Warren
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches, percola’or. restaurant size; 138 CAM
Belknap, juniors. Samuel Belknap.
clocks, antiques all kinds Call and de DEN ST, Tel. 1214-M. Call after 5 p m.
S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames134-tf
Barbara A Bartlett. Harry P. Hilde- 1 who were special guests attended the liver.
bury St . Rockland, Tel. 958-J
131-tf
brandt; sophomores, Evelyn M. Lines; annual inspection of Harbor Light
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at (forkEleanor H. Stetson; freshmen. Earle Chapter, O.ES. Saturday night. Sup- i land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oidera
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
H. Baldwin. Charles J. Burnham. per was served under the direction of , _______ _ _________________________ 131-tf
Phyllis Clark. Junes W. Merrill.
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
Mrs. Cora Upham. Mrs. Nina Carroll
paper, etc Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
Second Honors: Seniors. Marjorie
FURNISHED hea’.M opt. to let. at 2
113-tf
Mrs. Mary Spear and Mrs Lida | at thia OFFICE.
North Main St ELMER C. DAVIS. 37
Doe. Ruth Knowlton, Jane A. Page.
Main
St . Tel. 77.
126*128-t
Howard W. Reed. Christine L. Sher Champney.
[ UNFURNISHED apartment to let. three
The banquet hall was especially at- '
I rooms all in rood roi.dttlon, rent very
man; juniors. Lena W. Brown, Donald
low FLOYD SHAW. 47 North Main St .
E Flagg. Eileen French, Hilda B tractive, the decorative scheme show- '
Tel 422-R
140-142
Thompson
Martha M. Webber. ing much originality on the part of I
TO RELIABLE PARTY all furnished
house to let at 58 Brewster St No small
Theresa Petrillo; sophomores. Robert the Worthy Matron Marion Upham
children Apply on PREMISES
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orris
Burns,
in

W. Belknap. Ruth E Dodge. Muriel
139*141
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY. Up stairs
A. Lines. Dorothy Mathews. Robert spired by the Chapter name Harbor
apartment.
7
large
rooms.
2
small
rooms,
Fage. Sherman Page. Elsie Pierce. Light. At the end of the hall a har
bath room and all modern conveniences,
hot
water,
steam
heated,
gas
range,
flne
Martha A. Shattuck; freshmen. Pal bor scene was depicted with flve min
central location $30 monthly. One-half
iature
boats,
each
bearing
sails
of
the
private garage adjoining at small addi
mer Oliver Phillip Parke. Dorothy
tional cost Apply at 22 SCHOOL ST.
Star colors, headed toward a sandyi
Roberts.
_________________________________ 139*141
beach
near
a
towering
lighthouse.
Third Honors; Seniors. Harriet V.
FOUR-ROOM unfurnished, all modern
apartment to let. with garage 38 Beech
Allen, Ruth G. Darling, Robert The centerpiece on each table was a
St Rent reasonable. L A THURSTON,
.159_____________________ 140-147
Dodge, Virginia E. Goudy, Vivian A lighthouse with tiny towers at each
IN THOMASTON, furnished or partly
Potter. Erland Johnston. Georg* W place. Beautiful flowers, the gift
furnished apt., to let. 5 sunny rooms,
Weston; juniors, William Bickford. of one of the members. Florist
bath
MRS A. H. PILLSBURY 19
George
Gleantzel,
were
prominently
Green Street
138*141
Catherine Bond; sophomores. FloysUPSTAIRS APT., to let, four newly
ton F. Mryant. Frederick B. Clunie. and effectively used in the decora
decorated . 11- bath, heater. 12 KNOX
ST Tel 156-W
138-tf
Robert B. Flye. Aldana P. Hall. Ralph tions of the banquet hall and chapter
room.
COMFORTABLE room to let ln handy
M. Hilton. Helen M Spear. Virginia
location: breakfast If desired 43 NORTH
At the business session the degrees
Thompson; freshmen. Barbara L.
MAIN ST
138*140
were
conferred
on
Mrs.
Beatrice
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
Hal!, Estelle M. Nutter. Blanche
rooms, bath. 87 B Park Street, available
Richards with Miss Helena Upham
Flumstead. Gloria Wade.
Dec. 1.
ELIZABETH DONAHUE. 89
acting as substitute. The excellent
Park St
138-tf
work of the officers brought forth
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
Come in and examine our gorgeous
Y’our name and address printed
Spruce Head, to let. very reasonable; fire
much praise from inspecting officer
wood
for
the
cutting
TEL.
793-W
after
unusual sample line of genuine Steel
on envelopes and pap. r or mono
4pm
________ 136-tf
W.G.M., Lyle Woodard of Green
gram on sheeLs, address on enve
Engraved Greeting Cards with the
FURNISHED apartment to let, four
ville.
lopes.
Black,
Blue,
Green
or
Personalized Appeal. Our big new
rooms, bath V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
Mrs. Woodard expressed her pleasBrown ink.
St. Tel. 1154 or 77 Park St.. Tel. 330.
Christmas Card book is open for your
__________________________________ 138-tf
I ure ln the privilege of inspecting
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
inspection. You'll be amazed at the
SEVEN-ROOM apartment to let at 14
Harbor Light, especially so since it
White
Deckle
Edge
Suffolk St. Inquire TEL 101-M
135-tf
apparently costly cards at prices so
j had been 14 years since a Worthy
36 folded sheets
UPSTAIP. apartment to let. five rooms,
low.—adv. The Courier-Gazette.
bath; at 34 Pleasant St. TEL. 902-W. 36
36 envelopes 4x5*4 square flap
i Grand Matron had visited the ChapPleasant St
138-tf
$1.15 postpaid
S ter in that capacity. In her reFURNISHED apartment to let of four
OR
1 marks she presented many matters
rooms and bath MRS J. P WHITE.
102 Union St. Tel. 628-M__________ 136-tf
60 flat sheets 754x10 !4
of Interest to members and made
HOUSE to let. with all Improvements,
50 envelopes 4x7 54 square flap
helpful suggestions. In behalf of
corner Limerock St, and Broadway,
$1.40 postpaid
$25
month V F. STUDLEY, 283 Main
the Chapter the Worthy Matron pre
St., or 77 Park St., Tel. 1154 or 330

19c
22c

PKG
24'- LB
BAG 79e
14 OZ
BOT 10c

9'JRPOS
family

■
1 '
i
mittce. Dues ahd fines not already
paid may be left with Miss Ella K.
Gilchrest at the Library.
• • • •
Mrs. Nettie A. Starrett
I
Funeral services for Mrs. Nettie A.
Starrett. 72, were held from the resi
dence of her son. Charles M. Starrett,
Sunday with Rev. H. S. Kilborn, offi
ciating. Mrs. Starrett was born in
Cushing, Dec. 3, 1864. daughter of
Oris J. and Mahala (Hyleri Robin
son. She had made her home in this
town for the past 33 years.
Besides her son she is survived by
two sisters. Mrs. Emeline Derry and
Miss Alida Robinson of Camden; and
a half sister Mrs. Alice M. Marshall
of Gorham.
The bearers were Charles Smith,
Frank Lineken. Oliver Johnson and
Levi Clark Interment was made in
the Robinson cemetery in Cushing.

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

(J To Us Printing ii more than
juat putting words into typa.
It ia the creation of a work of art,
be it a simple little announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
we take all the pride of an artist
in his craft, in each job; and that
ia tlje secret of the auperlative
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Printing.
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Every-Other-Day

-

Mrs. Alfred Nichols of 103 Cam
den street was most pleasantly sur
prised Thursday evening when a
group of friends with innumerable
packages came to honor little Mary
Alice INichols. Aftor the general
opening of gifts lunch was served.
Among those present were Mr. and
The installation and banquet of Mrs. Donald Anderson, Vivian Poster,
the Biddeford Post and Auxiliary Ruth Staples, Shirley Blackington.
was held Sunday. Those attending Myra Watts, Doris Caven .Dorothy ,
from Rockland were Mr. and Mrs. Vose, Crystal Sherry, Robert Hussey,
Daniel Noonan Mr. and Mrs. John|wilUam Butman, Pred Haining and
Ranlett, Mrs. Helen Neild, Mrs. Helen victor Johnson.
Johnson, Mrs. Myra Watts and |
_____
George Leonard.
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Norton of
Limerock street are leaving tomorrow
1 Mrs. Mary Wood of Biddeford is a for Sarasota. Pla., for their ninth
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett consecutive season in the South
for the week.
Last vear tbey remained through the
Winter or summer The Couriersummer to superintend the bunding
Gazette is always glad to have
Mrs. Mida Packard was hostess to of a cottage which they will occupy
items which concern arrivals and the Corner Club Friday afternoon, this“winter.
departures of people, the social i Mrs. Charles Richardson and Mrs.
gatheeinffs engagement announce Packard winning honors at bridge.
Hotel Bancroft, Worcester, Mass.,
ments, weddings, etc. Pieast tele
was the scene Saturday of the annual
phone our society reporter, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leavitt and convention of the New England High
Warren C. Noyes, 873-R, or directly Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hanscom and
School Commercial Teachers' Asso
to this office.
daughter Sonya of Portland were
ciation of which Eliot R. Duncan of
guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Her
Danvers, Mass., formerly of this city
Mrs. Nellie Hall, Mrs. Effie Walsh, bert Hall, Summer street.
is president. The ambitious pro
Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory, Mrs. Ellie
gram of the big organization went
Knowlton and Mrs. Winifred Butler
* Part>’ °f >’oun* frlenda gathered through without a hitch. Mr. and
were beano winners at the party « the home of Barbara Puller, 27 Mrs. J. M. Robinson of this city at
given Friday night at Grand Army Chestnut street, Saturday to help tended and were guests of President
hall
Another party will be held celebrate her eighth birthday. Those and Mrs. Duncan.
next Friday same time, same place. Present were Nadine Puller, Gloria
The capital prize will be awarded at J Studley, Joyce and Marion Bond
Dr. Neil A. Fogg leaves today on a
that time as this is the fifth and last Barbara Grover. Lucille Mank, Erik j trlp t0 the West Indles wHlch wlll
Lundeen, Robert MacWilliams and
about six weefc.
in a series.
Barbara Puller with Barbara’s teach- j
_____
Mrs. Edward Gonia left Knox HosMiss Virginia Snow, Major and er, Mrs. Addie Rogers as special
Mrs. George
Blaney
and Mr. guest. Games were played and at a j pital yesterday and is reported in
and Mrs. Ensign Otis were among table decorated with Thanksgiving much improved condition after her
those attending the Harvard-Yale novelties was served birthday cake, week’s stay there.
ice cream, sandwiches and cocoa.
game Saturday.
Chapin Class will meet tonight
------| Barbara was the recipient of many
Mr. and Mrs. Earle McIntosh left; nice gifts.
with Mrs. Dorothy Smalley. Broad
yesterday for Philadelphia, where;
_____
way.
they will attend the Army and Navy , Mrs. Forest Pinkerton had ao callLadies Night at the Elks Home to
football game, being guests meantime ( ere Sunday her -n.ther Mis. Calvin
of Mrs. Rcss Wilson.
I Emmons of Biddeford, her sister, Mrs. morrow night with music by Pat,
'Ralph Driskell of Portland, her Grady’s orchestra from Belfast.
A birthday party was given Sunday brother. state Patrolman Robert
ORCUTT-THOMPSON
night for William Lufkin at the home Emmons of Brldgwn and Miss
of Mrs. Nellie Hall. The guests were j Corinne EUsworth ot Camden
Mrs. Lawrence Thompson
of
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Packard, Mrs. I
_____
.
"
. „
. .
Bourne, Mass., announces the marElizabeth Gregory and Mr. and Mrs.
A shower was given by Mrs. John ,
, .
.
. .
_
Snow Hall. Buffet lunch featured a Mills and (Mrs. Pred Collins at the
of her daughter Miss Arlene R
decorated cake, the work of Mrs. honw of ^rs. John Milu, Broadway.
.
T hh
Gregory, the honor guest being pre- .r hon£>r Q{ Mlss o]enys CoUins q{ . Rockland m Boston Sept. 21 with,
sented with several nice gifts. A
___ - _i__
u.____ Rev. Arthur D. Stroud, pastor of
West Rockport who is to be married the
H.R Methodist Eplscopal.
soqial evening was enjoyed.
soon to George L. Morton of Simon-; Church officiating
Mrs
Orcutt
ton.
Beano
was
enjoyed.
Prizes
were
I
,
Miss
Ellen
Cochran
had
as
guests
_________ ________
_
was one the high ranking students
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ledien, Pres€nted to Miss Dorothy Demuth, j
the clasg pf 1932
High
of Blue Hill. Miss Cochran ac- Mrs Walter Chaples. Mrs. Laurence &.hool she lat€r graduated from a
companied them on their return to Mills and Miss Ruth Hatch. The secretariai school in Boston and was
be the guest of her sister, Mrs. Har-. quests were Mrs. Forest Hatch and emp]Oyed jn that city in a secretarial
vey McIntire for the holiday week. ‘ daughters Hester. Prances and Ruth. capacjty since. Mr. Orcutt is the son I
------| Mrs. Walter Chaples. Mrs. Laurence of Mr and Mrs Oeorge OrcuU of thu
The A. H. Newbert Association met, Mills, Mrs. John Moulaison, Mrs. city R
weU and favorably
Friday night at Temple hall, 34 ■ Robert Demuth and daughter Doro- gnown to large circle of friends,
members and guests partaking of the i thy. Miss Blanche Collins, Mrs. Edna He was graduat€d Wfth the class of
excellent picnic supper. Games and Thibedeau. Gloria and Virginia 1937 Northeastern University. The
social hours followed. The next 1 Mills. Miss Collins received many ' couple are making their home in
meeting will occur Dec. 17 at the lovely and useful gifts.
Boston.
Temple with Mrs. Hester Chase, Mrs. j
------Millie Thomas, Mrs. Carolyn Stew- , Golden Rod Chapter, OE.S. meets
art and Mrs. Hattie Davis serving as Friday night. Special guests will be
housekeepers.
Harbor Light of Rockport, and Forget-me-Not of South Thomaston. |
. Mr. and Mrs. William Dorman. There will be work on candidates, i
Mrs. Clarence Dorman, son Kendrick
Supper will be served at 6 o clock
general committee meeting of
and daughter Miriam spent Friday with Mrs. Belle Frost chairman. All - the Hobby show
held at the
and Saturday in Boston.
sojourning brothers and sisters are J community Building, was held last
welcome.
night, with 25 chairmen present. As
T.&E. Club sewed and lunched last
the
date nears, the public may be as
week with Mrs. Henry Jordan.
!
...
„
. .
! W.C.T.U. will hold a good cheer ’ sured of a rare treat—a holiday meet
A mammoth cake whose principal , meetln8 at the citY farm ^day aft- ing of friends at an entertaining
show for much time has been given
ingredients were kitchen utensils. ernoon at 2.30.
by the committees to bring satisfac
confronted Miss Mabel
Stover
Thursday night at a certain stage of , Miss Winola Richan arrives Wed- tion to all. The protection of col
the birthday celebration given jn |nesda-v?° spend the holiday recess lections is also assured, for police offi
her honor by Mrs. Helen P. Knowlton
her parents, Dr. and Mrs. J. A cers, American Legion force, the Boy
Scouts as detectives and the firemen
and Miss Beth Hagar. There was an
will be present during the entire
other birthday cake, but it contained
During the D.A.R. broadcast Nov. time the articles are on exhibition.
a higher percentage of food value.
26 at 3.15 p. m. from WHEB, Mrs. The hours set for the show are Tues
Mrs. Knowlton’s guests were Miss
m
,Editha Procter of Ranger Chapter. day night, Dec. 7, 6.30 to 11; Wednes
Thelma Russel , Mrs. Marjorie Glid- _ ,
., „ „
„
J
. i Portsmouth, N. H, will tell about day. 2 to 10. Plan now to visit during
den. Miss Anna Webster. Miss Chris- ....
_ .
■ New Englands First Thanksgiving one of these hours; you will be well
to! Cameron. Mrs. Charles Whitmore.
Day'' These D.A.R. broadcasts whici* tepaid.
Miss Lena Miller, Miss Katherine
• • • •
are given the first Thursday of each
Keating and Mrs. Helen Perry.
“Button, button, button, who has
month at 1.30 p. m. from Wl.BZ,
Mrs. Arthur Haines entertained the the second Tuesday at 1.30 p. m from the button?" Many childhood parties
will be recalled when visitors see the
Thursday Auction Club last week. WCSH; the last Friday at 3.15 p. m.
Interesting collection of buttons that
from
WHEB
are
proving
very
inter

No favoritism was shown, each mem
Mrs. C. H. Olds is arranging for this
esting,
ber being awarded a prize.
show. All periods, all sizes, all colors,
Mrs. Adelia Morton went Tuesday will be shown. So Mrs. Olds has the
Robert Russell is the guest of Mr.
tc New York, to spend Thanksgiving button.
and Mrs. M. A. Waite in Canton.
• • • r
with her son, Adelbert Morton ana
Mrs. Carl Snow is chairman of
The History Club met last week family. She will then visit her sister,
with Miss Ellen Cochran. Mrs. E. Mrs. Myrtie Judkins in Union, N. J. home industries. Her helpers are Mrs.
Donald Cummings, Mrs. David Beach,
J. Hellier was leader.
Mrs. Charles Morton and Mrs. J. Mrs. Helen Carlson. Mrs. Dora Bird,
Mrs. John H. Andrews was a din A. Richan. with Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Mrs. Eugene Lamb. There will be an
ner guest of Miss Doris J. Hyler in Greenlaw, motored Friday to Skow exhibit and sale of articles in a sep
Rockland Friday.
hegan, to see the Orange and Black arate room, where surprizes will be
Minstrels, put on by David Hawes waiting for all.
Answering a knock on the door of and Miss Winola Richan, who did
• • • •
their apartment Friday night Mr. and splendid team work with their music
“Here comes the bride of yesterday.
Mrs. Harold Halligan were greeted and dramatics. An enthusiastic au Look at the gowns.’’ Yes a surprise
by 33 friends and relatives who ar dience filled the Opera House, and for visitors each evening when about
rived to tender them a miscellaneous support of the youngsters made the 25 attractive girls will model wedding
gowns dating from weddings of 1775
shower. To say they were surprised occasion a splendid success.
to 1937. Mrs. George Blaney and
is putting it mildly but they soon
rallied and proved an excellent host
Byron Moore, who was married her committee have delightful sur
z
and hostess. Cards and beano were Saturday night to Miss Betty Quinn, prise.
enjoyed along with ice cream, cake, was guest that evening after the
brownies, candy, nuts and cider. The ceremony of Arthur Webber, Alden
Jolly crowd included: Mr. and Mrs. Stanley, Richard Stanley. Roland
Ralph Clark, William Daggett. Eino Sukeforth, Arthur McLellan and Al
We are ready to make
Maki, Mr. and Mrs. James Emery, Mr. den Post, on a trip to Portland. In
BOXWOOD WREATHS
and Mrs. Percy Hill. Mr. and Mrs. Freeport, Mr. Moore snowshoed for
for the cemetery
Robert Gardiner, Mr. and Mrs. Frank the first time this season.
Fitzgerald, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
$2.00 to $5.00 each
Mrs. Carl Libby entertained at a
Wyllie, Mr. and Mrs. James Sullivan.
If you want something more
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Edwards, Mr. Jolly birthday party Friday afternoon.
“durable" ask for our new, ready
made—
and Mrs. Michael Halligan Jr., Mr. Die occasion being ihe fifth and sixth
and Mrs. Burnham Young, Mr. and birthdays of her daughters, Mary
“PINEWAY” WREATHS
Mrs. Robert Seliger, Mr. and Mrs. and Betty, respectively. Games and
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each
Michael Halligan Sr.. Mrs. Lou kal- ] P‘ano muic were enjoyed, followed
Silsby’s Flower Shop
loch. Mrs. Mattie Gardiner, Mrs. by dainty refreshments. The guests
TEL. 318-W
Margaret Spear, Mrs. Hazel Beckett, were Misses Margaret Dorman. Ruth
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Pearl Huntley, Mrs. George Dorman, Cora Dorr, Corinne Smith, 371 MAIN ST.,
140-tf
Joanna Rackliff and Anna Bullard.
Wood and Mrs. Francis Gallant.

OCl ETY

The Hobby Show

Boxwood Wreaths

•

Page Seven

•

Educational Club

Seven Purposes

Meeting At Mrs. Lelia Ben- Mark Coming Conference
ner’s Finds Another Full
Leading the
Way To

and Interesting Program

FOR QUICKER STARTS!

United Methodism

Tl.e Woman’? Educational Club
Leading lhe way to a united Ameri
met Friday with Mrs. Lelia Benner. can Methodism is the first National
Camden street, with 35 members Methodist Student Conference which
present at the afternoon session.
will be held in St. Louis, Dec. 28-31.
The president, Mrs. Mary Perry This involves co-operation of the
Rich, opened the meeting and called three main branches of Methodism—
upon Mrs. Nettie Stewart to lead in the Methodist Episcopal Church, the
repeating the Preamble to the Con Methodist Episcopal Church. South,
stitution. Mrs. Mabel Wiley gave the and
the
Methodist
Protestant
“Salute to the Flag" and Bible pass Church.
This delegated conference of 1000
ages were recited Mrs. Stewart read
a poem entitled ‘Tlie House by the Methodist college and university stu
Side of the Road;'' Mrs. Lelia Ben- dents and adult counselors marks the
ner, poem, “How To Use Company; ' j beginning of a new era in religious
Mrs. Bradstreet, a poem by Edna St. thinking among students. No glib
Vincent Millay; Mrs. Rich, “That's resolutions will be passed; no ques
Where Our Club Begins,” and poem tion involving long ramifications and
by Mrs. Woodward. The latter gave I complicated results will be raised,
Winter Quality
a fine paper under the title “Joan of j The college students propose instead
Arc.’’
a return to fundamental principles,
Mrs. Nettie Stewart supplied hts- I probing the very depths of religious
It’s going to be your Finest
tory questions and answers. A critic 1 thinking and feeling and searching
Thank?giving if you'll let it ... if
report was given by Mrs. Rich and jou^ the reason for Christian action. discover why Christianity distingu
EAST WALDOBORO
you’ll flip into there smart new
Mrs. Hope Brewster furnished an in- I Wa>s and means ol making religion ishes itself by its emphasis on the
suits and overcoats and slide over
formative report of the World s ]more effective on the American col- value of human personality and why, Work Is progressing rapidly on
to a mirror.
Triennial Convention of W.C.T.U.! leSe campus will also be considered, to mature, personality must grow in) Robert Linscott's new home. The in
which met in Washington. D. C. Mrs.1 The purpose of the conference will a social structure that is conducive to terior is nearly completed and ready
Ancther nice thing . . . you can
Clara Emery, a delegate from the ix> accomplished through seven com- its highest good.
for occupancy.
afford these clothes . . . they are
Rockland
W.C.T.U.
to
that
convenI
missions.
with
a
notable
group
of
5.
“
Christian
Living
on
the
Cam

Richard Adams of Newport, R. I.,
priced to allow ycu to play Santa
to yourself now without interfering tion, told of the various nationalities | men assembled to lead them, as fol pus" is the commission under the who was at the Prescott farm for
lows
leadership of Dr. L. F. Sensabaugh, two weeks has returned home.
with thc Santa you are going to represented there as well as various
1. The Commission on “The Director of Religious Activities,
other official data. Mrs. Edith Rich
Jcseph Meyer and party of friends
play next month to others.
ards of Thomaston reviewed the Nature of God and the Relationship Southern Methodist University Dal of Massachusetts are at W. M. Pres
of the Individual to Him’’ will be las, Texas. How students may make
Huge selections await every man's W.C.T.U. State Convention in Skow
cott's for a few days this week.
lead by Dr. N. C. McPherson of the Christian living effective on the cam
hegan.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook were
chest and check measure.
Currefft events and open discussion I Board of Christian Education of the pus is the theme of this commission.
visitors Sunday at Mrs. George PinOf success questions came nexk on M E Church’ South’ Thls com
6. 'The Nature and Mission of leys in Razorville.
Gregory
the program, after which Mrs. Ben mission takes as its basis the truth the Church and Our Relationship to
Mrs. Edith Light recently visited
that a concept of God is fundamental It" is the commission which will be
ner read a paper written by Mrs.
„ ,, .
Suits and Overcoats
her niece Mrs. Frances Doughty in
led by Dr. Harold Case of Topeka,
Marion Lindsey on "The Father of 1t0_ aU
are to interpret religion to their gen Kan. This commission will make South Hope.
for Thanksgiving
Our Country.’’ Mrs. Benner also1
eration, they must be sure of their suggestions as to what student rep W. W. Light was a business visitor
gave greetings to the club from Mrs.!
Friday in Thomaston.
idea about God.
resentatives of the Church may do
$25, $30, $35
Ellen Dyer of Ellsworth, an absent;
2. "Jesus, the Revelation of God, to make that institution effective in W. M. Prescott and C. E. Overlock
member.
were in Augusta Saturday on busi
and a Way of Life" is the commission its proposed work.
New Wool Hose
ness.
* * * *
' under the leadership of -Professor
7. The Commission on "The World
The afternoon speaker, Rev. Cecil Thcmas Kepler of Lawrence College, Mission of the Christian Religion" Mrs. Martha Haywood of Brown
New Wool Ties
Witham of Newcastle, held the clos ?' Appleton Wis. Christianity presup- has as leader the Rev. T. T. Brum ville was weekend guest of her mother
attention of his audience with a well- poses that the finest revelation of baugh, Director of the Wesley Foun- Mrs. Blanche M. Johnston.
prepared speech on the crime situa God has come through Jesus. This 6 a tion of Japan. This commission The first snowstorm this winter
tion. especially as applied to youth. commission will therefore re-examine will deal with the question of what came Saturday with a northeast wind
of considerable force and in this loHe
covered in a comprehensive man Its understanding of Jesus and the the students' mission in the world
STORE CLOSED THURSDAY
I
cality several inches of snow fell,
ner the qualifications, training prob meaning of the Christian way of life. community is.
j Nearer the coast ait Waldoboro and
3. The Commission on "Sources of
lems and accomplishments of the per
j Rockland there was very little snow
sonnel of the U. S. Department cf Power and the Means of Finding
About one farm In ten in the Unit Sunday, while reports from Palermo
Justice, calling attention to the part Them" will be led by Professor Elmer
ed States had a motor truck in 1930. and Liberty mention four to five
that these imen |have to he between Leslie of Boston University School of
In New Jersey, five of ten had trucks. Inches. Deer hunters hope the white
the ages of 25 and 35, and are chosen Theology. The discipline necessary for
In
Maine, about 25 percent of thc blanket |lasts unti IDec. 1 if no
from the ranks of lawyers, expert ac getting strength and power to live
I longer.
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. countants and persons with extensive a complete and satisfying life in this farms were so equipped.
law enforcement experience. That complex and difficult time is the
•■» ;
these men are well educated is seen subject of this commission.
>
4. The Commission on “Christian
by the fact that 75 percent hold Uni
versity degrees. The men have to Personality and Social Activity" has
CAMDEN
undergo training in crime detection j as its leader thc Rev. Gilbert Cox of
VICKS
Mrs. Jennie Stearns entertained under a regular faculty, aided by 50 ' Port Collins. Colo. The group will
experts.
the Monday Club this week.
VapoRub
Rev Mr. Witham also gave a short j *°°ds Pouncing on a stranger like a
Lawrence Yates has returned from
wild animal.
—o few drops up
—
rob
on throat,
biography
of
John
Edgar
Hoover,
Di

Brooklyn N. Y.
The influence of the home is of
each nostril at
chest, and back (
Piano and vocal pupils of Mrs. Ruth rector of the Federal Bureau of In
the greatest importance as the Lome
Collemer will give a recital in thc vestigation, showing that he had risen
the first sneeze
of bedtime
Ls a vital element of the community.
Episcopal Parish House Dec. 3, at from the rank of clerk in the Library
of Congress to his present position, Harmony and co-operation are need
8 o’clock. The public is invited.
ed. Being fair and considerate of
FOLLOW VICKS PLAN FOR BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS
Parker Morse Hooper has closed in the meantime Requiring through
others
does much to promote these
Full dctaili of Ihe Plan in each Vichi Package 4
“Hillacres," on Chestnut street and study at George Washington Uni
conditions.
versity
evening
school
the
degrees
of
J
returned to his winter home in Fall
The attaining of success is not easy
L.L. B., and L.L. M. He also holds
River, Mass.
as one is likely to meet frequent re
three
honorary
degrees
and
has
been
George Pooley of Somerville, Mass.,
buffs and must often undergo hard
SAVE THIS AD!
has been visiting his parents, Mr. admitted to practice law before the
ship, but it is easier to do this than
bar
of
the
Supreme
Court
of
the
Dis

and Mrs. Benjamin D. Pooley and
to endure the results of lack of suc
his brother, Benjamin D. Pooley, Jr. ; trict of Columbia, U. S. Court of
cess, he pointed out.
Claims
and
U.
S.
Supreme
Court.
Delegates from the Y.M.C.A., who
Extreme care should be exercised in
attended the Maine Older Boys' Con Several other honors have been con
®
Our Kp8Ular S5.00
the use of criticism in regard to bring
ferred
upon
him.
ference in Augusta Friday were:
ing
up
children
where
it
is
necessary
• • • •
Howard Dearborn, Edward Ware,
to use it frequently without hurting
Eugene Bracy, Jr., Ralph Belyea.
To show more vividly the extent of
Robert Anderson. Harold Boynton. crime among the youth of the nation. the child's pride or spirit and hinder
ing him from doing what he is
Alfred Knowlton Alvin Fisher, Les
Mr Witham had with him graphs
pable of and in the use of criticism
This advertisement plus—
ter Gross, Benjamin Johnson and compiled from government statistics
by
persons in authority because scold
Hugh Johnson. The boys were ac
Our
Regular
87.00
fcr the year 1935, showing that a total
companied by “Chick” Maynard, of 140.746 persons between 16 and ing does not produce as good results
as tactful criticism.
secretary of the “Y” who was in
,
„
x
,
24 years were arrested by this departHe illustrated with stories from his
charge of the Knox County delega-j
age Jg havln„ (he Iargeit
This advertisement plus—
experience
as an insurance salesman
tion.
number. By having a member of the the fact that persons see things dif
Misses Anne Alden and Emma Al
Guaranteed For Six Months
Club count 24 seconds by a watch he ferently.
den have closed their home on Har
brought out the fact that a major
Much of the success in the world
Remember—the foundation of a good permanent wave is a Contour
bour Hill and resumed residence in
crime had been committed during has ccme from trying to help others,
Haircut. Why not come in and let our stylist advise you.
Brookline, Mass.
that time and stated further there is lie pointed out. It always pays to
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies
a murder in this country every 43 think of what others want and not
of the G.A.R., meets Dec. 3, at the
minutes.
of one's own desires. To get people
Meguntieook Grange hall, where the
In the discussion that followed the interested in you, ycu must be inter
284-286 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 826
meetings will be held in the future.
opinion was expressed that one had ested in them. If you do as much to
A public supper will be served at 6
only to read the papers to see the keep a 4'riend as you did to get him
o'clock with Addie Harville, chair
cause of defiance of the law among you would always have him.
man. assisted by Harriet L. Gill, Ger
youth, attention being called to fre
The next meeting Ls to be held at
trude Waterman and Callie Thomp
quent strikes among school pupils in the home of Mrs. Lina Merrill at the
son.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE—$150.00
which school authorities were defied corner of Broadway and Rankin
David Sleeper shop a 10-point buck
by the students who were upheld by streets, Friday, Dec. 3.
HIS OWN ALIBI DAMNED HIS SON!
at Lincolnville Monday.
their parents. To the movies were
M. Gould,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Tibbetts are
also blamed for conditions.
Assistant Secretary.
in Philadelphia where they will spend
At 6 o'clock the Club members sat
several months.
down to box lunches and coffee, gen
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur O’Keefe have
erally supplemented with fruit salad j
WED.-THURS.
closed Florence Villa and returned
IM”
served by the hostess.
to Cincinnati for the winter.
• • • •
The funeral of Ada Boyd, wife of
The evening speaker. Chester I
Leroy Wasgatt, will be held today Black, representative of the Pru-1
TOM BROWN, BARBARA REED
from Good's funeral home. Rev. Wes dential Insurance Company, and Sun- j
ton P. Holman officiating. Burial will
with ’
day school teacher, discussed the sub-,
THURSDAY
be in Mountain cemetery.
jects of success and influence. In
LEWIS STONE
William Wellman of Searsmont is hls talk he made the following points:
guest of hls brother-in-law and sis
Influence is something that every
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean.
one has some of. but not always cf
W. Joseph French of Wayne, Penn.,
the right kind, lt Ls Just as easy to
spent the weekend with Mr and
get the wrong influence as the right
Mis. Frank M. Tibbetts.
kind. There is as much good as evil
Dtnald Ray has returned to Fall
■ CRT IAHR • JIMMY SAVO
in the world, but it is the evil that
BILLY HOUSE • ALICE DRADY
River. Mass, after spending several
MISCHA AUER - JOY HODGES
attracts the attention. Sc, also. It is
months in town.
easier oftentimes to see the evil quali
NOW PLAYING
Ralph Merrill and Murray Mackin
“FIREFLY”
ties in a person rather than the gcod.
WENDY BARRIE
tosh having closed their cottage on
with
RAY MILLAND
The influence affecting us comes to a
JEANETTE MacDONALD
High street, recently went to Ber
KENT TAYLOR
great extent, from our superiors, the
muda where they will spend the
WILLIAM GARGAN
greatest influence in a person's life
winter.
POLLY ROWLES
coming from hls mother, although the
father sometimes exercises discipli
rcn ay
nary influence.
W ILL ROGERS
The importance of .the influence of
in
J. Evening 6.30 and 8.30
“JUDGE PRIEST"
civilization was illustrated by a story Matinee
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
of a girl who had grown up in tlie
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Grange And Taxes

WITH A FOUNTAIN PEN
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How Rev. Cornelius Greenway Ui New York
and Long Cove Hunted Big Game

By Clyde H. Smith, representing Maine's Second Congressional District

Itself

At

Convention

the

National

Reforms in taxation, providing
that the greater part of the cost of
government should come from taxing
J incomes, particularly those in the
higher brackets, was advocated by
the National Grange convention in
Harrisburg. Penn . following adoption
of ,jje report 0[
taxation commit -

c

5)

GIVE THANKS FOR QUICK STARTING-, k, O SOGLOW

(By Chuck Cochard)

'
Hollywood—(Exclusive)—An ava
lanche of foreign plays, no less in
number than the foreign stars who
have attracted so much attention,
has descended upon Hollywood,
where they are being made into
movies today on all lots. Plays from
Russia. France. Hungary, and Ger
many are being transferred to the
screen at the major Hollywood stu
dios.
Just finished at Paramount is tlie
Hungarian play “Angel." brought to
the screen iby Producer-Director
Ernst Lubitsch, with Marlene Die
trich.
Lubitsdh started production this
week on another European play
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," by the
Frenchman. Alfred Savior. Gary
Cooper and Claudette Colbert will
star.
Gladys Swarthout, John Boles, and
John Barrymore are now before the
cameras in "Romance in the Dark "
which is from the Austrian play by
the Viennese playwright. Hermann
Bahr.
Then there's the English play
"French Without Tears" for the next ;
Marlene Dietrich film. "White Horse
Inn," musical comedy now in vogue
in Berlin, has been purchased by
Warners. The same studio has com
pleted the French play by Jacques
Duval, in which Claudette Colbert
and Charles Boyer star.
The Hungarian play “Jean." by the
Budapest playwright. Ladislaus Busekete. is being transferred to a movie
script.
"True Confessoon” the present
Carole Lombard-Fred MacMurray
vehicle, ccmes from the French play.
"Mon Crime,” written by Louis Verneuil and Georges Berr.

continue to glorify Ood by imitating
the unemployed carpenter."
We know what the Mahatma meant,
but that last isn't the aptest saluta
tion possible. Mr. Greenway is anything but unemployed. His hobby is
a career in itself, to say nothing of
tee.
church work and lecturing. And peoThe delegates, representing some
p!e like Dl Albert Einstein make it
tougher for people like Mr. Greenway 800.000 farm people in 35 States, as
Repeated requests for a signed picture serted exemptions of all kinds—taxdrew only form letters of refusal. exempt securities and tax-exempt
Finally, there came a letter from the salaries—should be discouraged.
Classification of all property on a
doctor's secretary, the gentle burden
basis
that income-bearing property
of which was “go away ond don't
bother Dr. Einstein." Here Mr. should pay proportionately more than
Greenway used what he calls a Na non-income producing property, was
poleonic axiom: "When you are up suggested For the average citizen
against a wall, 'cherchez la femme.' ” the Grangers favored a graduated
He wrote to the secretary, praising land tax.
Discontinuance of the practice of
her English and expressing demure
the
agricultural extension service
disbelief that she could be German.
The secretory, a bright and hard-| working with farm bureaus in some
working German Jewess, showed the Istates to the exclusion of other farm
to milk, have nothing to do with the best record for observance of f*", organizations,Another
was urged
in another
quality. They are used to distinguish ' Potato Week and it looks as though
'^a is that the princes of this letter, with excusable pride, to her[resolution
resolution
faglobe are just as vain and fully as employed. Einstein, also pleased, in- j resolution. snoiner resolution tabetween that portion of the day's
offlcla] judges are golng
have
anxious to explain themselves as all formed Greenwav through hls secre-|vored enactment of legislation for
receipts which can be sold to retail
a
hard
time
picking
the
winner.
The
uttle people. For example. Mr. tory that he might have a signed crop insurance early application of
customers for use as fluid milk (Class
Il and the surplus above retail de only stipulation that he made was Greenway had sent the ex-Kaiser 16 picture, if Greenway would send $10 "’hich would be limited to a few basic
agricultural commodities usually pro
mand (Class II) which must be dis that he be written a letter and even registered letters, requesting an au- to Mrs. Einstein for the benefit of the
duced in exportable surplus volume.
posed of by manufacture into butter, now he has received many of them tographed picture, without reply. In underfed children of Berlin.
Of course. Greenway sent the Grange support was pledged for
his 17th letter he enclosed 16 reice cream, cheese and cream.
telling of patriotic efforts to make
ceipts of registration and a hint that money. The picture arrived, but lt sound legislation which would make
the week a success.
perhaps the former emperor was was bent and battered. He wrote to lt possible for tenant farmers to be
Now a perfectly natural question, Some surprising figures on what frowning on his suit because he. Einstein, saying that it wasn't the come home owners. The resolution
is “Why should the Class II milk potatoes mean in the food budget of Greenway, had served with the AE.F money, but the principal of the thing; expressed opposition to corporation
< O SOOZ-QW
sell for a lower price than Class I?" one large Aroostook county family
That did it. Greenway received a and a bigger and undamaged picture farming. Other resolutions pledged;
were
revealed
by
Mrs.
Lena
A.
Hager

OJposition to granting statehood
The quality being the same, what
four-page letter from the Squire of was his reward.
to Hawaii.
justice is there in paying one farmer, man of Presque Isle. Hoping to Doom beginning. 'You have done me
Shaw's Postcard
whose oulput goes chiefly as fluid win the prize offered by the Governor. a grievous hurt : . ," and continuing
Support of such flood control as
Mrs
Hagerman
is
setting
a
stiff
pace
By
judicious
bait-dangling he has may be agreed upon by the states and
milk, more than another farmer who
with a defence of imperial policy
been able to coax this further sharp■ pecierai Government, but it
is unfortunate enough to have his for the other letter writers.
from 1888 to 1914 Enclosed was a
She
said
that
her
family
of
11
message from the great physicist. urge(j that no .state surrender water
milk sold for Class II purposes? Of
,
,
. signed photograph
1
H
“The man who takes delight in rights w the 5^,.^ Government,
course no one will defend the pratice consumes an average of one peck of ,
marching in line and file to the support a movement to eliminate
on grounds of equity, but let's side spuds a day throughout the year
Now. even to the eyes of a cynic,
strains of music falls below my con- unnecessary and duplicating agencies
step this matter for a momtnt to ac and that scarcely a meal goes by
Government
cept the fact tha* Class n milk does when
do not occupy a prom’ this appears as a priceless collector's tempt. He received his brain from of the
sell for a less price and get the reason 1 lnent Place on the menu. Thi.-, fig- item. But Mr. Oreenway was born God by mistake A spinal cord would Support a larger appropriation for
Samuel Goldwyn. the producer, re
;or (j
[ ures up over 36 barrels a year and a Hollander and has that race's much have been amply sufficient."
rural electrification, and urge? ratifi- veals that he has $1,790,000 tied up in
touted
stubbornness
i
Gerhardt
The Boston market (and all others. ^rs- Hagerman says that they are
....
One man, whose Irish subtlety kept cation of the treaty with Canada for
for that matter) are highly com- “the most healthful and cheapest Haup.mar.n signed his photograph him from taking the hook fc well as completion of the St. Lawrence sea- his latest epic. "Hurricane." Wow.
Watch out for Sonja Henie and
petitive. Its principal source of sup-i food that we can bu‘To hc R' 'e‘end Cornelius the bait, was Oeorge Bernard Shaw. way and
proJect
DISTRIBUTED BY
Cesar Romero.
ply is Maine. New Hampshire and
she »sseru that “ everyAmerican Oreenway as a reward for his ten- After six unavailing letters, Greenway
Barbara Stanwyck is putting fin
Vermont. But New York ships milkfamily maintained this average the acity and by God. he deserves it ).
sent the playwright a critique of
Tbc GranIr and Wage*
ishes touches to Robert Taylor's new
He
didn't
like
the
ex-Kaiser's
pic“OTlaherty. V C " He didn't come The National Grange convention
and other dairy products to Boston- 1 Brokers would have a hard time sup
PARK AND UNION STREETS,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 700
would ship more except that distance ! plylng the demand. She has no
m ture. The emperor was dressed in a right cut and say so. but the gist of put its foot down firmly on enact- valley residencia in time for his preano transportation costs are adverse ,doubt that Potatoes are healthy for Plain dark suit, wing collar Ascot, message was that the play was a tur- ment of the Black-Connery wages Christmas return for England. His
RICHFIELD DEALERS ARE INDEPENDENT HOME MERCHANTS
picture "Yank at Oxford" is com
factors, well-nigh prohibitive, so lar - one as she has nine children ranging and looked, cap-a-pie. like any re- key Greenway expected a bristling and
bn] #nd
f#lf
pleted.
as whole milk is -oncerned. And here |from nine months
ntoetwn years spectabdle Orman banker. In his defence. Shaw's reply was a postcard
Franchot Tone would love to be the
,
eration for agriculture in negotiation
produce. Fcr instance, aboard the
we get the r-ason for the lowei and “flve have ***" 7’point pupUs nex: letter t0 Doorn' Oreenw»y su«* •picture of, himself.
1
B
•
'
life
of any party, but frankly adlugger is the world's best radlo-telepricc for Class II milk Concentraie« and the only slckness ha* he™ one «ested “ much Back came a photoThen on a day ln September of[« reciprocal trade agreements.
[ mits he hasn't the personality. Joan
------I phone. With it Captain Smith talks
ik- butter, crean and cheese can be ! tonsilitls operation."
graph of the emperor in the old days. 1930—Mr. Greenway says he remem- j In adopting a resolution disapnip’.ed profitably from New York
Mrs. Raymond R. Tibbets of Bethel the flame of jewelled orders on the bers it as a day crucial in the life of proving the wages aig4 hours bill, Crawford happy as a kid over her Quincy Yacht, With VinaU each evenln* wlth the owner more
,
.
lj
j j ir
tban a thousand miles away, and
n.-.d points even more (listr.it; whole [ bas p'anned ber menu for tbe
H ihenzcllern breast vieing with the an autegraph hunter”—a dapper little which already has been passed by the new supply of swank cocktail, hostess,
haven okipper, Headed For through it Mr McDonald can per"with
everyone
of
the
21
meals
conmartial
glint in the Hohenzollern man presented himself at Greenway's Senate and is pending in the House, dinner, and lounging pajamas from
ri’.k, except frcm eastern New York,
New York.
i sonally supervise his many industries
Southern Waters
front door. Greenway was about to the stand was taken that it would
cfl'i.iot. Hence t„> Class II (surplus) sisting of a main dish made of eyes.
Paul Muni reneges on "lover” roles.
i while he ls cruising off shore.
potatoes.
1
'
She
has
also
provided
Even
that
didn't
close
the
account,
milk must sell at a price that will
tell the little (man that he didn't be detrimental to labor and IndusSays if hls wife complains, what
The appended article from the
71,6 1,1110 operator is Walter Ramspcii'ht its proJirls—cream butter, large families with choice menus and The following Christmas the Kaiser want any. when the visitor announced try. as well as agriculture,
about the public.
Quincy .Mass ) Patriot Ledger of Nov den' wh0 only recently was ln the
ice cream, and cheese, to be sold in sent batches of potato candy to sent him a copy of his first book. “My that he was the Italian consul-genThe Grangers saw little, if any
Those singing sweethearts of the
Arctic with MacMillan In the Gertrude
competition with the same items from students in the various New England Life." Greenway returned it with a eral. sent to investigate the letters good in the bill and set forth their
18. kindly sent to us by The Courier- —, .
, „
,
...
}
, Thebaud. He was only one of the
unions where a leafrigorous climate j c0"e8esdollar, suggesting that there was no Qreenway had been sending
to II reasons. It wouldbe virtually
im screen will be re-united once more
Gazettes
good
friend,
George
Smith.
many
a
ppiie«nts
for
the
Job
aboard
in
Victor
Herbert's
operetta.
"Sweet

ant cheaperfee lsresult
in a lower Mrs. Richard J. Barry of Lewiston mark by which he could prove to oth- 0UceGreenway cper.ed
h.s hugs possible for farmersto obtainhired 1
(i nduction cost.
ls experimenting with many new ers that it came from his ex-majesty. saje and showed the consul his auto- help at wages specified in the bill— hearts.” It will be a natural for will have many interested Knox the Mizpah who had the necessary
dishes and "getting up special treats Back came the book, the dollar and graphs of the leaders of the march on that would be beyond his reach. La- Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson County readers, because of the fact certificate to operate the new radio
Eddy.
for every meal.”
that the subject is a former Vinal telephone.
a letter, saying. “My dear boy. I don't
Mussolini's was missing.
bor would suffer because employers
Faced with th» inequity of differing
The big yacht with only her skipper
These are Just a few of the large wish to receive money for pleasures
The consul, impressed, promised would be encouraged to install more
Irvin S. Cobb, famous newspaper haven resident, and graduate of the and crew aboard, came into Neponset
puces for the same product, how shall, number of letters being received by I have given others, for then they Greenway he should have Mussolini's labor saving machinery to keep proRockland Navigation School when Sunday morning enroute from Chica
we square ourso'ves with the farmer)^ Governor. He "hopes' to re- are no longer pleasures." On the Again the nimrod used hls provoca- duc'ion costs down and workers would writer, will have an important role
in the next Bobby Breen picture. Capt. Charles R. Magee was master. go to Miami. Capt. Smith made Bos
wl-ite milk gets t’. * Class II price celve many more messages from the flyleaf of hls autobiography. Wll- tive talents, questioning the little be thrown out of work.
“Hawaii Calls.” It will be his first
ton Light at 11 o'clock Saturday night
while
his neighbor, shippu.g the housewives of Maine “hearing how helm had vehemently scrawled mans influence to bring about so
Industry’ which could not meet reduring the worst of the heavy south
seinequality, but fortunate enough they have observed Potato Week” and "Germany's war guilt is a foul and happy a consummation. Greenway quirements of the labor standards screen appearance since appearing
Commanded
by
a
Quincy
master
«u i •. • h the Tin * I marki-i. gets is having Commissioner of Agricul- filthy lie!
Wilhelm R I." Mr. says the little man grew bigger and boards would be forced to shut down with the late loveable Will Rogers. mariner. Capt Ira E Cmith. of 48 east gale. The visability was so poor
rn - money?
The ' F.qu ,'izition ture Frank J. Washburn get together Greenway says that exclamation
that he did not care to risk entering
Lunt street, the palatial 186-foot yacht
bigger ls he delivered a lengthy oath and those thrown out of work would
plan” seems, thus far, to be tht only the choicest varieties for the award point is something to see.
Simone Simon and Don Ameche
the harbor, and so he ran offshori
Mizpah, owned by Eugene F. McDon
that II Duce would comply with be a burden on the public relief rolls.
snswe. This plan requires the Bos which will be made personally at the
When in 1929. the ex-Kaiser pub- Greenway s request.
Possibility of achieving price par- , will co-star in “Josette" a story based ald. is sailing from Neponset today until daylight and then came in Sun
ton dealer who-j cutlet is chiefly to executive offices.
i^hed My Ancestors, he must have
. • • jjy between agriculture and indus- on the European play "Jo and Jo for Florida waters. There she wil! day morning. The Mizpah had no
th” fiiid milk (C’iss I) trad*, to jav
—From Dick Reed
wondered a little wearily what promonth and a half later, a great try would be destroyed because it sette." Both will sing ln this vehicle. pick up her owner and his guests and trouble in weathering the gale, he
into a general fund for apportion
tection exile was. For he got an- tjn q0X arrived. Inside was a picture would increase prices of commodities Simone's remarkable voice was dis takz them for a six weeks' cruise in said.
ment to the handler who sells chiefly
i The big yacht now has stores aboard
covered only recently.
West Indian waters after which she
o her letter from Greenway, asking 0( tjje dictator wrapped in the Italian on the same price level.
to those who convert into butter,
for a six months' cruise. These in
the books price and enclosing five jjag j, was signed and had two
It wouid be unwise to give an ap- I „
will go through the Panama Canal
cream, ice cream and cheese, per
dollars. Greenway got the book with dates. One. the Christian date, was pointive board power over industry
Hurricane is one of the great for the West Coast cf Mexico for a clude 7500 pounds of beef and two
il r‘inp payment to the sm ziers cf
a prophetic fly leaf inscription. 'The [ jn conventional numerals; the other and useless to fix a maximum wage p'ctures of all-t ime. It makes a new visit to a McDonald gold mine before and a half tons of canned goods and
that i -iik on *!,e same bods as if
I other dry stores.
Versailles Treaty and the Dawes Plan was the number eight in Reman char- of 40 cents an hour with a maxi- star of Jon Hal1 a natlve Tahitian starting the return trip.
I Captain Smith, who has lived in
their products had reached the Class
must be scrapped! Wilhelm R I." acters. marking the eight year since mum of 40 hours a week while per- and former diving champion of TaAlthough not one of the biggest,
I market.
The diary of 1887 reports that Nov.
We don t know why. but the five dol- Mussolini had assumed, at it were, mitting imports from countries where hltl
He is s’x feet one and half the Mizpah is probably one of the Wollaston for seven years, has fol
It is well to bear in mind that only 2. John Sheriff of Long Cove Granite
inches
tall, weighs 190 pounds and finest and most luxurious yachts in lowed the sea man and boy for 45
lars was not returned
his cfllce. Greenway admits that the wages are as low as three to five
those dairymen whose milk and pre Co. was found dead in oed that
is
considered
a perfectly proportioned the world. Her cost when she was years. He is a Maine native, and be
last step in the quest for Mussolini cents an hour,
mises have been inspected and ap morning. As I recall him, he was a
Declaring
reciprocal
trade
agreeathlete
'
'D
’
n
t rush, girls)! Dorothy built ten years ago at Newport News gan going to sea on fishing schooners
Hitler and Mussolini are linked as was a can-cpener.
proved by the Boston Health Depart
as a boy. Since that time he has com
Scotchman and had charge of the strongly in Mr. Greenway's frenetic
Numerous letters went to Hitler ments in a measure have traded the ^amOur 85 hla native wife U spIen‘ was a cool million dollars. The lux
ment, and who ship a grade of milk
store for several years. Under dote signature stalking as they are in Eu- without reply. Then one day a Ger- products to foreign countries for a ld and beautiIul- The hard drink- ury of her fittings can be reckoned manded all sorts of ocean-going crafs
suitable for the Class I trade, can
He has been aboard the Mizpah for
man official telephoned that he was American market for agricultural
r' Kerealnt 15 one of the high- by the single little item that her table
of Nov. 8, Dad recorded that there ropean politics.
benefit by the equalization plan.
about seven years, and made an exI
was quite a fleet of vessels in the , jje
Il Duce letter after letter, coming to see Greenway. He. too. had market for industry the Grange deopl^~pla5ed bj Thomas service, including knives, forks, spoons,
The justice of paying the same
tensive cruise to the South Seas in
harbor, but the following morning ( ..Au royalty u very difficult," says been commissioned to investigate the manded that American markets be Mitchell, c . Aubrey Smith as Father goblets, and all that sort of stuff, is
price to all producers of the same
her.
is
unforgettable.
Best
Shot:
Scene
of solid gold—that is as solid as gold
, Mr. Greenway, who should know. autograph collector. Greenway had reserved for the American farm.
quality of milk would justify the they all left.
The vessel has two Winton Diesels
showing Smith playing an organ in can be fashioned for utilitarian pur
Nov. 9 The Mormons are holding Always, however, there is a chink in a large signed picture of the Pope on
maintainance of the equalization
of 1C90 horsepower each which drive
the
church,
while
the
roaring
hurri

poses. Other appointments are along
pool but there is an added reason, meetings in the schoolhouse. Two the regal armor. In 1922. Greenway his wall. He is the pontiff's ardent
cane outside is sweeping the build the same order. For instance, great her at 16 knots. She is of 559 gross
days later there is mention that the noticed the magazine advertisements ) admirer, he says; but the old lust apMICKIE SAYSquite as important. Without tht pool,
ing away. The actual reproduction artists are employed to decorate the tons. Her full crew includes 31 men.
ground was white with snow and of a prosperous American cosmetic parently got the better of him again.
the shipper who gets the Class II
of the hurricane is so real that when main salon and then other artists are She was serviced during her four-day
that snow froze on the vessels' deck. house. The haughty and bejewelled He took down the Holy Father's and
I REMEMBER THIS, FOLKS 1
rate is certain to approach the Bos
it is over you will have believed you employed to rub down these decora- stay at Lawley's by the Charles M.
Nov. 15—Mrs. Caleb Hall was Duried lady who was sponsoring these aids put up the ex-Kaiser in its place. "It
THERE AlWT WO PAPER.
ton handler whose sales are largely
_ . . Fauci Company. The president, Mr.
were in a hurricane. A must see tiOHa soJhat an “antique ,, effect
today. Mrs. Isaac Fountain is dead to seductiveness was Marie, queen of was only for a little while," he
PRlWTED IW AUV WEAR37
is ^,
aboard personally wlth
through Class I (fluid milk) out
CIT7
THAT
PRINTS
AS
MUCH
|
this
picture.
(This
actual
storm
cost
and will be buied tomorrow.
obtained.
Roumania.
As
we've
said,
Greenway
explains.
lets and offtr to cut the price. There
his representative, William Merrill of
HOME AJEU/S AS WB PO <
$250,000 to stage).
Mr. McDonald is president of the Woodbine street, Wollaston, to super
The German official a giant of a
is nothing mysterious or dishonorable Nov. 16—Worked 10 hours on Sch. is Dutch born and still has a sense of
FURTHERMORE, -THE7 ARE
• • • •
Zenith radio corporation and one of
TR7IWG TO UMOERMIME OUR8bout this; it is simply the com Joseph E. Eaton. Had to go to State the fitness of things concerning royal man, tock one look at the ex-emperor
vise the service.
Bing Crosby was bom in Tacoma. the middle west's greatest industrial
PROSPERITV, FOR. AU. OF
personages. Persistent letter writing and collapsed in shame. He had a
mercial instinct and human nature Point in her to finish.
THEIR APS ARE ATTEMPTS
Going back, I find this entry Oct with a respectful undertone of dis- signed picture of Hitler with him. but
Washington. May 2, 1904 , . His nick ists. Incidentally he Is a former com
following the natural and inevitable
TO GET OUR- PEOPIE TO
name Bing came when he used to modore of the Chicago Yacht Club.
course. But ’he result brings down 4. 1887: Went to Long Cove in the approval at length won this reply it was only a little one. Pressing his j
Vinalhaven & Rockland
SPEWP -THEIR MOWPV
ride a 'broomstick when a kid and His wife is in her middle twenties and
the Class I price. This is not theory; morning. A vessel sunk up there; are Dear Miss Cornelia Greenway (sic), advantage, Greenway again opened
AWAY FROM HOME
Steamboat Company
shouted “Bing! Bing!” louder than so pretty that a picture taken of her
that very thing has more than once | g0*n8
^er UP and bring , —’s cremas are safe for the most sen- his safe and showed him Mussolini. |
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and
the
late
Jean
Harlow,
when
that
any
other
kid
and
thereby
won
the
her to the railway. Oct. 5—Floated [ sitive skins. You need not feaf The German soldier measured II:
happened.
Sch. Joseph E. Eaton and brought Marie.”
nickname . . . His real name is Harry tragic actress was entertained on the
Service To:
Duce's photograph, and promised j
Lillis Crosby ... He studied to be a Mizpah a few years ago. makes the VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
her down to Fuller's wharf where she
Greenway got Gandhi on religion. Greenway he should have one equalSTONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
Equalization pools have been main- sank chatfleid was the captain's
lawyer ... It was when he joined a mistress of the yacht look like the
SWAN'S ISLAND AND
tained, in the Boston market, most of L
___ _
... - Mr. Greenway is himself pastor of All 1 ly magnificent of Hitler. Mr. Green
glamor
lady
and
screen
star
like
an
campus
band
that
his
voice
was
dis

thc time for manv years bv pro -'
Barnstable, Cape Cod man. Souls Universalist Church in Brook- way says the German was a bad meas
FRENCHBORO
covered . . . Then with Paul White- ordinary housewife. Connected with
ducers standing together and d .;
mat€ s name wa5 Rlsher' h0111 J lyn; and he wrote the Mahatma, ask- urer. Hitler’s picture was slightly |
WINTER SERVICE
man and a trip to Hollywood to sing the owner's private suite aboard the
smaller, but still impressive.
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
big
yacht
is
a
spacious
nursery
for
at
the
Cocoanut
Orove
and
the
He has the signature of the Duke of
Boze i Christ. This was the somewhat in(Subject to change without notice)
pool is now in force there, under
Somerville. Mass. Nov. 22.
movies and radio and fame ... He the comparatively new McDonald
[ cisive reply, "True, I am a Hindu, Windsor, Major Metcalfe, best man
an order by the Secretary of Agri
)
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
is 5 feet 9 inches, weighs 165pounds baby.
i md not a Christian. But—(Mr. at his wedding, Dr. Charles Mercier,
culture. Henry A, Wallace, he being
Read Up
Sometimes looked upon as the Read Down
has light blue eyes, and light brown
the
mayor
who
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the
civil
Greenway
says
the
dash
streaked
A. M.
P. M.
empowered by Act of Congress to so i
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American
Marconi,"
Mr.
McDonald
hair.
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clear across the page. His provoca- ceremony, and the Rev. Mr. Jardine.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. 6.01)
direct. But some of the Boston J
combines
business
with
pleasure
as
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
He was going to get Wallis's fist
, tive letters appear to excite emotional
dealers hav* refused to comply and
AND SILVER
Ar. 3.30
Truck covers, spray hood3, canvas did the great Italian. He cruises in 7.30 Lv. North Haven,
when
(she
oame
to
this
country;
and
:
penmanship)
there
is
more
love
in
the matter is in litigation. Recent
Ar. 2.45
of all kinds. Power machine stitch his Mizpah for pleasure and at the 8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
CLARENCE E. DANIELS , my heart for your Christ than there he's still a little sour on labor for de
decisions seem lo indicate that the
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
JEWELER
ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn same time tries out new Inventions in
is in the hearts of those who call laying the trip —Martin Hannon in
t136-tf
Wallac? ordei will be sustained and $70 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
radio
which
hls
factories
will
finally
ing Cn., 16 Willow fit.
themselves Christians.
May you tlie Boston Sunday Herald,
tbe recalcitrant dealers forced to J

A certain nationally known periThe Nation's Capital Nov. 22 (Special comply—that the equalization pool
odical, it is said, is able to reap a
to The Courier-Gazette)
for the Boston milk shed will be fully
harvest of information from the sub
There are 4.200 cows of milking age effective.
jects of its essays by sending to them
in Knox County, representing a live
Belief that Maine Milk producers
for correction sets of supposed facts
stock investment of over $25,000. It is were not being adequately paid and
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,,
u
w
so
outrageously wrong that the subprobable the County has. in livestock, that the equalization pool should be
6
. , . . ,
, ,
, . .
. ject strains everv nerve to put the
land, and buildings, about $170,000 defended
has lead me to study this
•
.
matter, seeking to be prepared to act I perlodicals fdltor
11 * re’ j
invested in the daily industry.
The importance of the Boston mar promptly and effectively if additional ported that the repUc8' meaty with
informative stuff, are sprinkled, not
ket with relation to milk produced in legislation ls needed.
with tears like the letters of vaporous
Maine is such that the problem is
Clyde H. Smith
ladies but with the last strands of
almost wholly that of equitable re
a
har torn from
P°1Is of execut!'eturns from that area.
I n l f\t
made wild for self-expression.
Every business originates new;
_____
j Rev. Cornelius Greenway, was
terms; the dairy industry is no ex- i
ception. The Boston “milk shed" is' Keeps the Doctor Away— ll£ln8 tllLS method years before in
tl
M/k
n
r
•! 1 collecting what is now his peerless
not a building in Boston or elsewhere ’
1 hat S What Une Family g,.oup Of autographs. Mr Greenway
but the area upon which that city
I was in town a few days ago and was
Consumes
depends for its dairy products. The j
kind enough, between bath tub and
term is comparable to that used in j
mention of a drainage basin, as the I Governor Lewis O. Barrows has of- a dinner engagement, to provide a
fered a winter's supply of potatoes few high lights in a career he calls
"Androscoggin water shed.”
“Class I" and “Class II," as applied ’t0 the Maine housewife who sets up! "big game hunting with a fountain
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